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1 July 1942

The divisions are en route forward into the assembly areas, directs
that the commission must not fail to he carried through exactly to time,

is reported to Panzer Army Africa that the divisions will probably not arrive
precisely in time.

There are still difficulties of terrain in the 21st Panzer Division area.
Units of the 15'^^ Panzer Division have moreover moved to the left ne^ to the
21st Panzer Division, At times it appeared that the 21st Panzer Division had
moved too far towards the west, but it turns out that false advance line

positions were given.

It

The time of attack cannot yet be foreseen.

The 21 at Panzer Division has won through the difficult stretch of ground and
is now making goo*^ progress. It looks as if it ̂ vill be able to attack at
0600 hrs. Reports from the 15th Panzer Division are not yet to hand, but
G H Q is aware that the first units of the division are moving on the
direction of the launching line.

The last units of the 21st Panzer Division are still in contact with the
in the south, so that there ore still enemy units to the west of the

^r^ohed by the German tioops.area

O25O:

02^40:

n p Panzer Division has reported at the Corps battle headquarters

that thraivision will probably be ready for the attack at O6OO hours,

panzer Division moved in and shortly afterwards the 15th Panzer
^ ̂rwell, A little afterwards, the latter attacked an enemy b^e half

the Division, The attack is making but slow hea^ay with ̂ th
right of G,0,C, himself has driven up forward to the field of combat,
divisions. attack forward. The defence from a major enemy base ne
“ °^^®Lrnorth of Peir cl Shoin is very strong, A dive-bomber attack whio
and to " j,ed was not carried out, as the 15th Panzer Division is going

well^fo?wSrd now. The 21 st Panzer Division is also making progress,

■beginning to yield towards the east and south-east. The 21st
is breaking into the strongpoint with their gunner regiment,

^H-west P^t of the fortification has been token by the 21st Panzer
^  The strongpoint is very large j many prisoners have been taken,

attacking the 21st Panzer Division from the south with tanks,
are moving into action in a oountesr—attack*

isThe enemy
Panzer Division

The no
Division.

The enemy
O

is
tanks

0621.5:

1200i

12^00:

ur own
1523:

^  has been up till now at the old position, is being bix>ught
G.H.Q* J" Deir el Abyad, where the Battle headquarters is finally to remain*forward to

G,H,Q* orders4. Panzer Division is again in action in the stronghold,
panzer Division to eliminate the enemy tanks in front of 21st Panzer
^ioh must doubtless be in a position in the rear of the 15th

Division,

1630; The
the I5tb
Division,
Panzer

.  Panzer Amy Africa rei)ortB it has been asoertained that X Army Corps
Prom tno Africa Corps, Ihadb XX Amy Ooips is following the
is . and that the 90th Light Divisic»i has already thrust far ahead,
Africa^ however proved later to be false. Panzer Amy Africa has
The lat intention of advancing to the south-west fmm the area reached;
altered ^ increased reconnaissances towards the east, since a later
i* ^^tion io this direction is planned.

I8GO1

is going on in the strongpoint, 2».0 tanks are breaking out towards
Fighting before the 21st Panzer Division. To close the gap, parts of
the echelon of the Africa Corps are being put into action between the
di^i ions* They are succeeding in throwing back the onoray.

/ 182i.O;
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2.

Panzer Divisien has taken the strongpoint and captured over
1200 prisoners as well as putting a large number of guns out of action.
The division is setting up a hedgehog defence position and is intend-
Mg to press further forward on the coming day. Liaison between 21st
Panzer Division and the 15th Panzer Division is no longer in existence
to the south in the Alam el Dihmaniya zone. Corps battle headquarters
IS at Doir el Abyad.

P^zer Army Africa directs that the area ordered must be firmly held.
The Africa Corps is to get ready to attack towards the south and
south-east.

Corresponding orders are issued to the divisions. The 15th Panzer
Division also receives the order to block the El Himeimat -
Alam Nayil' track.

In spite of difficulties that have arisen, the Africa Corps has wrested
great success from an enemy dug into strongpoints.

The Mtivity of the enemy Air Force during this day has again been
notably lively. Many bombing attacks were successful,
also attacking on into the night with night bombers,
the Luftwaffe

The enemy

was very slight.

is
Activity of

The supply situation with regard to ammunition and fuel is
Replenishment is urgently needed.

worsening.

2 July 1942

situation with ...
vehicles ready for action.

In the night continuous bombing raids met with success and the supply
columns were blown up; there was no improvement in the supply situation,
.  ohange in the activity of the divisions. An advance
oward

e Corps is bad again. There are only 37

a the south-east is intended after replenishment of fuel stocks,
is an urgent task for the 21 st Panzer Division to clean up the

/taken 3reaterday. The division has the impression that the
emy is building up a new front in the east after the loss of the

atrongpoint.

The forenoon passed quietly up till the oonmenoement of several bombing
^^zer Aitny Africa communicates its fresh intention of attacking

owards east in order to make a thrust later in the direction of the
coast. The
divisions,

1400: The diyis^ns are to attack first of all 7 km, towards the east and
toward

corresponding orders are to be given verbally to the

s the north, in order to enclose the enemy strongpointt
.. Panzer Division is important for the thrust to

suTTOund the sand dunes near Alam el Onsol; the
^4.*^ 1 I^i'vision is to follow the 21 st Panzer Division, Opening of
attack 1500 hours.

th

1500: The divisions arrive punctually,
position in -

G.H.Q, is making a ohange of
,  ®- south-easterly direction; however it is soon broiaght to a
2  ■the great concentrations of vehicles; G.O.C, travels

only with his operational Staff officers.

Africa order provides for a pivoting of the Africa Corps
^st after the area to the south-east of Alamein has been

won. Orders to the divisions are not required at first.

/Liaison
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»  Liaison is soon estaLlished tietween the divisions after the launchojig o

the attack. The enemy resistance is very heavyj the 15th Division,
.  south of Alam el Dihmaniya has to face especially heavy artillery
Soon after, tanks come up on the right flank of the division,
retire towards the south. It appears that the movement was m e
to attack the 15th Panzer Division on the south flank. The fl^ of th
division is in grave danger, as XX Anny Corps ●

ordering the Ariete Division to he brought forward.

The expected attack from the south is taking place.

The 21 st Panzer Division is also in action north-east of El Ruweisat,

the defensive; the enemy is
The enemy tank attackI64O: The 15th Panzer Division is driven on to

attempting to encircle it ̂ 7 ̂  tanks however soon
in the south has been brought to a ..Lrs support from the 21st
renew the attack. The 15th Panzer Division oonsi PP

With the 21 st Panzer Division as well nothing fTOnt^o?the ’
The enemy seems to he removing his tanks agaa^ north wing.
Panzer Division and to he preparing for an attack on the norm wing.

The 21st Panzer Division oomos up to the attMk ^ tank forces.
Division is still on the defensivo owing to unless the
The attack by the 21st Panzer Division la established on
15th Panzer Division advances, as an enemy 7Y^ - suite of alT
its right flank. At the approach of darkness the attack in spite of all
efforts had not advanced more than 3 - 6 km.

During the whole of tho day there ̂ re onoe S^^iorrepoi^rth™
fighter defence was not nearly s^fioient. ^Sght into action,
in the coming night however night fighters will oe oroug

Panzer Division necessary.

1730:

m5:

The supply situation is again difficult; ammunition especially is shor ,

ordered for the cooing day, oontinuatlon of theExtensive reconnaissance is . . .
attack concentrating about the 21st Panzer Division,

Even though the ohjeotlve of the attaok ^“aoWeve^OTsWerable
fttronc enemy defences, nevertheless the Africa corps nas a-»-winrr
^uSSfa Ld’^lnfnoted'heavy losaea on the enemy.
superiority of the enony this is to be valued
fiarther he home in mind that action has been going on fo leaders
height without ceasing, and signs of fatigue must begin to show in leaders
and men.

The transfer forward of the Corps battle headquarters is not hetog carried
throuch as planned, because of the unsuccessful attaok and the larg
o^^tratiLs of vehicles; in the hours of the afternoon G,H,Q. went^back
to the old position, G.O.C, has been discussing details for tomorrow s
attaok with both divisions' and only retxamed to Corps battle headquarters
about midnight.

3.July 19A2

Tho
In the night British air activity has again been very intense,
continual raids by day and night are hindering the troops seriously; our
own fighter defence is not to be seen.

/ The
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4.

The tank situation is very had again* The 21st Panzer Division has
only 20 tanks, the l^th Panzer Division only 6, ready for action.
Panzer Army Africa orders the continuing of the attack on 3 July at
0900 hours. Army artillery (A batteries) is supporting the attack.
Later operation by the Littorio on the left wing of the Africa Corps
is ajitended. Reconnaissance Unit 3 is to follow the attack of the

^rica Corps on the right wing and is to hold itself in readiness
for a later overhauling movement “towards the north-east.

0A15: The spending orders, in particular for the movement of the
15th Panzer Division towards the left, come through to the divisions*

The situation of the enemy in front of the divisions is unaltered; the
enemy has retired a little in front of the 21st Panzer Division. The

division has hov/ever not followed up the observed withdrawal of the
enemy, as there was a danger of being cut off in 'consequence of the
gap between it and the 15th Panzer Division.

O7OO:

O9OO; The divisions,  cjome up to the attack. The enemy still holds a
eatening position on the south flank. Units of the Ariete Division

are even going back. The 21st Panzer Division, whose left wing is

going fonv^d to El Ruweisat, requests the bringing up of the 15th
anzer Division; this has however been accomplished in the meantime,
e attack by the 21st Panzer Division is making but slow headway,
e enemy tanks, under cover of a slope, are awaiting the tanks of
anzer Regiments 8 and 5 which are going forward together. The guns
ave not yet gone into action because of the unolarified aitiiation in

^^®niy units are retiring before the 90th Light

The is attacking from the left of the 21 st Panzer Division.
0, , who has stationed himself in the advanced battle

ffo G.O.C., is again ordering the 90th Light Division to
the A ● ®-ttack, 15th Panzer Division is ordered to join up with
that I^ivision which is attacking to its right. It appears however

Z? -^iete has lost almost the whole of its artillery and tank
strength during the enemy attack in the early morning.

south flank of the 15th Panzer Division are going

flank A the north. G.O.C, orders the division to cover the rig^^
then be ^ ^sjcizer Division. It will
riffht form a continuous front, giving the defence of the
the sam ̂  Panzer Division, and so bring it forward. For
15th Pan 0, in C, also orders an artillery attack by the

sen Division against the enemy tank forces.

The 21st Division is defending existing advances on the flank,
Armv Afr-i Division is gaining a certain amount of ground. Panzef
Considori°^ 7;® still pressing for the attack to be carried forward,

amm superiority of the enemy, our own slender tank strength#
not Larrage .and not least the fatigue of the troops, it will
firqt reach the objective of the attack today. In the

tance all this depends on an advance by the 15th Panzer Divisi<^^»

thA south flank of the 15th Panzer Division has improve*^?
destrovGfl attack is at a standstill; 6 enemy tanks have been

y u. The Italian tanks have not come up to the attack at all yet.

1200;

the

13OO:

Divisio^'^^^ strong enemy defence, the attack by the 21 st Panzer
Affain standstill. The division is going into action

-nj j hours, after reorganising, and requests that the
iyision which up to now has only followed the 21st Panzer

Divisxon should itself

summoned to the 0. in 0.
uation of the attack promises success.

go into the attack.

It is under discussion whethsf

/ 16OOJ
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1600: Both divisions are going in to attack. If the tanks come forward nowy the
attack can still succeed. Panzer Regiment 5 is advancing to the south cf
El Ruweisat,

17^5* Headway is "being made, Alam Baoshaza is taken by artillery.

The attack is however at a standstill in the face of 50 enemy tanks with

strong artillery. It is a great encouragement to the troops that
bombers should appear again Just today and attack the enemy in front of them.

The tanks of the 21 st Panzer Division are advancing again,
evidently made up his mind not to let them thro ugh j according to re^rts
received there is another fresh attack to be expected from the south,

divisions are making no further advance5 1 km. north-east of < 7 .

I85O:

The

Alam-Baoshaza - point 38 the attack has come to a standstill. The divisions
are going over to the defensive,

2325: Panzer Army Africa order is transmitted; the divisions are to go over to

ha

the defensive. The day’s objective has not been reached again to ay,
Reasons are given above. Several bomber and fighter-bomber raids were
successful again today.

The supply situation has become even worse; the
ammunition.

Panzer Regiment 8 has soon caught up.

But the enemy

most seiious shortage is o

s

f

4 July 1942

Considerable enemy flying activity again during the night,

0510: The 15th Panzer Division is being attacked by about 50 enemy
attack is however coming to a halt. Artillery being brought o e^ on
the 21st Panzer Division, but no attack is following, G-.H.Q, or ®^s a
the boundary line between the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions s ou e
line 66-73 aJid its extension (east-west line); the boxmda^ line e
the 15th Panzer Division and the Trieste Division should be ̂  ea& -
running about 3 km, to the south. There is no contact with the ries e

, Division,

0900* At the Corps battle headquarters a conference with the 0,

place; also taking part are G.O.C, X Army Corps, G,0,C, XX Army Co:^s, ● ,
Littorio Division and the Operations Officer cf the 90th Light Division,

After an explanation of the situation the C,
Africa is to go over to the defensive in order to ease
situation and to allow the non-motorised units to keep tapp . . . . 4.
not cause other attacks to be abandoned, since the 21st Panzer Division is to
pull out at once and transfer to the area to the south of Alam el Dihmaniya,
while the 15th Panzer Division is to be responsible for the defence of the
whole Africa Corps sector. The subsequent relief of the Panzer
Division by the Brescia Division, and its transfer into the area to the west
of the 21st Panzer Division is intended, so that the Africa Corps is
available for new attacks. Next operation will probably be towards the
south or south-east to wipe out the New Zealand Division,

Thetanks.

in C, is taking

in C. orders that Panzer Army
the difficult supply

but this will

The corresponding order is given from G,0,C, to Colonel Crasemann by
telephone. The division must take over the sector point 69 - Alam Baoahaza -
point 38. Contact on the right with the Trieste, on the left with the 90th
Light Division. It is also responsible for the covering of the neighbouring
wings. Strong defences are to be bro\aght foiward. As communication with
the 21st Panzer Division is broken, the Operations Officer of the 15th Panzer
Division is to convey this order to the 21 at Panzer Division, 2 advanced

1012;

/ detachments

236395^^^^^6/49/35.



6.

One is todetachments are to he formed from the 21st Panzer Division*

attack the enemy situated in front of the Brescia Division near El
Mireir, attacking from the east via point 66, the second is to advance
towards Alam Nayil, Both advanced detachments are to move up at oncej
the rest of the division is to move up at I5OO hours at the latest,
orders will also he given again hy radio.

The

The
The tank battle in the 15th Panzer Division area is at a standstill,
division's ammunition situation is still very grave; there are still 10
rounds available for each battery. For defence towards the south-east
the battle echelon of the Africa Corps is moved forward about A km,
towards the south-east. Warning from the 15th Panzer Division that it
will not be able to hold the sector alone will have to be ignored. The

division once more receives the express order to begin taking over at
once.

Again there is a strong tank attack from the east on the 15th Panzer
Division, The a,0,C. is again on the field of combat and orders that
one battalion of Motorised Infantry Regiment 10A should if necessary be
held back. The enemy, as is only to be expected,- has observed the
withdrawal of the 15th Panzer Division and is applying very strong
pressure. The new sector of the 15th Panzer Division is being subjected

to very heavy gunfire. However the 21st Panzer Division is succeeding
in pulling out without outstanding losses.

The C, in C, informs the Operations Officer that tonight there will be
carried out a movement of the 15th Panzer Division to exchange with the
Brescia Division* 21st Panzer Division is to take over the sector of

the Brescia Division, whose left wing is somewhere near point 58 to the
north-east of El Mireir, until the arrival of the 15th Panzer Division,
The C, in C. wishes to speak at once to the G,0,C, about this regrouping,
Beoaijiae of the critical position of the 15th Panzer Division, however,
it is out of the question for G,0,Co to leave.the field of combat just
now.

Reconnaissance by the 21st Panzer Division establishes the existence of
a strong enemy post to the north of Alam Nayil, which be taken only
by assault. Panzer Army Africa is being infoimed of this.

The position of the 15th Panzer Division remains as grave as ever,
therefore orders that Panzer Regiment 5 remain in the old area to start vrLtli*
Even when the order was being issued however the regiment had already
retired. The forward line of the 15th Panzer Division had to be taken
back about 2 kn, in face of the strong enemy attacks. There are no
forces to reinforce 15th Panzer Division at the disposal either of
Panzer Army Africa or the Africa Corps, apart from the 21st Panzer
Division, as the battle echelon of the Africa Corps is being used in
order to close the gap between the right wing of the 21st Panzer Division
to the south-west of Alan el Dihmaniya and the left wing of the Brescia
Division near point 58. Only a flak battery can be assigned to the
15th Panzer Division. On the basis of the report given to Panzer Army
Africa about the sitxiation in front of the advanced detachment of the
21 Mt Panzer Division, the 21st Panzer Division is ordered not to attack.
It -will be its duty to block the path. The situation of the 15th
Panzer Division is unchanged. About ifO tanks have broken through, and
overoorao units of Motorised Infantry Regiment 115, As Panzer Regiment 5
was already in its new positions, the G,0,C, has abandoned the idea of
transferring it back into the area of the 15th Panzer Division, as it
seems that the situation has eased. Prom intercepted enemy wireless
messages it can be confirmed that ho intends to attack from the south.
So it is iiiportant that the. 21 at Panzer Division should soon reach its
area and also that tanks should be at its disposal there.

G, 0 o C,

IO3O:

1300;

I5OO;

/ 1800;
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1800: The 21st Panzer Divisioh reports that it is in position with sonae units in
the northern part of the area. The Pavia Division is likev/ise still in^
action there with the front towards the south. Considerable concentra ions

of vehicles have thus arisen; relief can be gained only ̂ 7
depth in the front. The division is informed that the battle eche on
Africa Corps is being sent into action on the eastern wing of e res
Division,

In the 15th Panzer Division area things have become

of enemy tanks before the front has however increased. The
for the coming day remain the same. According to  a repor . ,
Panzer Division, there is contact between the 15th Panzer Division and the
Trieste Division in action to its right.

1900;

2035: The hulk of the 21 st Panzer Division is ^ttle group which was

area as

oraerea. The aanger from the south is heia. As the hattle^group^
to have moppea up the enemy in front of the Qj-aerea to witharaw.
sent into action auring the aay, this battle group is orcerea to

to be construc-etc, are
The. divisions are directed that battle en5>lac®ni®^^®
ted for the defence now ordered.

Is liioveinent even in the
the front of the 15th Panzer Division there 1 expecting

The noise of tanks is also to be heard. g^pport of units of the

2215: Before
darkness,

attack and requests the bringing up of guns

Army artillery. The Africa Corps is unable to help.

and
an

The fighting
front has been held,

ana more quickly every aay.
aay^ rest is not possible

In spite of considerable enemy attacks the
strength of the troops diminishes hov/ever more
A withdrawal of units in order to give them a f©^
in the critical situation of the moment.

the air by day and in the
The enemy is again developing intense activity
night.

36 tanks arc ready for action with the Africa Corps.

The supply ● situation with regard to ammunition
small supplies cane through in the course

becom

some

worse, althoughes even
of the afternoon.

Battle headquarters is again near Deir el Abyad,

liaison officer has been sent

can always be quickly informed of the situati on.
In the course of the day a
Division, so that the GoO,C,

5 July I9ifg

In the night there has been an enemy breakthrough in the ^ea
Division on the Quattara Track. The position was soon restored
Koenen Company was sent in; this unit is subordinate to the Kieh
^Sfel S^tion to the nirth of it, and is placed at the disposal of the
Africa Corps for mopping up operations.

immediate relief of the Pavia Division by the
two strongpointsPanzer Array Africa orders

21st Panzer Division. The Pavia is to occupy and build up
at points 73 and 63 behind the present front of the 15th :
The strongpoint at 63 is to be built up in such a way that it will ̂ Iso be
effective on the north side. For the improvement of the bases and for the
mining, the engineer battalions of both divisions are being engaged. Details

disoussed by telephone by the Operations Officers of the divisi ns.are being

0700:

/ 0920:

236395A^i?V6A9/35.
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0920; The Pavia Division has teen relieved without difficulty^ but is not
moving into its new area in spite of 21st Panzer Division's insistence#

The G-,0,C, drives to the 21st Panzer Division and to the Lindemann battle
echelon*

1055; It is intended to withdraw a motorised infantry battalion fj?om the 15th
Panzer Division so that a reserve force will be available in the event of

After the recenta fresh enemy attack on the Brescia Division sector*
heavy fighting, however, Motorised Infantry Regiment 115 consists of only
2 companies* Operational strengths have dropped sharply during the last
few days, and no Africa Corps unit exceeds 50^ its established
operational strength*

To cap everything theThe Luftwaffe is very active again today.
Italians bomb our troops again.

The Pavia Division is still in its former area,

remains unchanged. The 15th Panzer Division is under very heavy
artillery fire.

The enemy situa1220; tion

1600; As the gap between the 21 st Panzer Division and the Brescia Division has
been closed, the Africa Corps battle echelon will be sent in on the right
wing of the Brescia Division in the area of point 58 to establish contact

with the Littorio Division, which is holding a sector in the ̂ ea north
east of Munqar Wahla. In addition, Reconnaissance Unit 33 and units of
the Kiehl battle echelon are' situated on the left wing of the Littorio
Division.

1825; The Africa Corps battle echelon has reached the area ordered and is ready
to restore the situation in the event of an enemy attack.

194-5s Between the 15th Panzer Division and the 90th Light Divis^n there is
still a gap which up till now has only been covered by artillery fire.
The 15th Panzer Division receives the order to close this gap. Heavy
gunfire is still being brought to bear on the di'vision.

No further changes have occurred in the Africa Corps action, ^
are notified that effective defence demands the oonst^otion of fortifioa^
tions, without consideration for the probable duratioh of the operation.

Extensive mining is ordered to increase the strength of the defence.

The divisions

In order to fill the positions where troops are laok^g, reinforcejnents
are being flown over from Italy to Tobruk. Transport from there must be
effected by troop-carrying vehicles. For this purpose each division is
to supply 25 lorries which will be continuously used in the immediate future
by Panzer Army Africa on the Tobruk - El Daba stretch.

Each division moreover'is to supply 50 lorries for the Luftwaffe; this
consignment will cause considerable hardship, as the troop-carrying
vehicles are already in large measure employed in bringing up supplies,
mines and personnel reinforcements. Individual units are only to a
limited extent mobile. In addition the Africa Corps must Infantry
Regiment 392 mobile to a certain extent. On these pounds Panzer Army
Africa la postponing the carrying out of the order till later.

6 July 1942

Until bombing attacks and heavy gtinfiro began the night was passing
quietly. The tank situation is isoproving gradually. In the past few
days as well our casualties have been far less than the losses
inflicted on the enemy.

/ The
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The Chief of the General Staff of the Africa Corps is deputising for the
Chief of the General Staff of Panzer Army Africa who is ill. His deputy is
the Operations Officer,

In the forenoon nothing of note to report until some intense enemy flying
activity and lively gunfii^,

15th Panzer Division is made responsible for moving the Pavia Division into ^
the newly ordered strongpoints. The division is notified that it is to remain
engaged in the forward line up till the time when the Pavia Division is fully
ready for action.

1200:

In order to disperse the large concentrations of vehicles, P^zer Aray
orders that all vehicles which can he dispensed with should he moved into he

receive orders for moving
is to he made hy the
which is in action to the

The divisionsarea to the west of Deir el Ahyad,
the vehicles; more detailed allocation of the area
leader of the battle echelon of the Africa Corps,
south of them.

In order to raise the fighting strength of the battle echelon, one battery
of the 15th Panzer Division“f at its

opinion of tho Africa Corps, an enemy thrust to the °  ̂
Track from the south towards the north is to be expected.

Panzer Army Africa orders by telephone: The Brescia Division is to «lieve
XX Amy Corps to the east of Alam el Dihmaniya in the night of 'J J*
XX Amy Corps is to be moved back on both sides of the
The 21 st Panzer Division is also to take over the Brescia Division sec or.

This order is transmitted by telephone to the 21st Pa^jer .
follows as a telephone message later. The later report from the Operations
Officer of the 21 st Panzer Division that the divisions sector of the Division

The division had
is very wide

1420:

, does not in any wav alter the order given, _  a.
assumed to start with, that the battle echelon of the Africa Co^s
placed under them for the occupation of the sector. This misunderstanding
is being explained. The battle echelon remains engaged in the old area and
further is directly subordinate to the Africa Coips. liaison exists in
common among the several troop sections in action on the left wing o ®
Brescia Division, There is therefore a continuous front. It m\^t be granted
it has *the serious disadvantage that it juts out in a sharp angle towards the
south-east, south of El Ruweisat.

The enemy puts out feelers in the afternoon with about 15 tanks against point
kO on the loft wing of the 15th Panzer Division, The division is still
enootintering heavy gunfire. However no attack has followed 3ret,

I8OO: The gtinfiro is still going
under heavy fire from a southerly direction,
damaged.

Nothing of note to report up till the approach of darkness, and also until
midnight.

The mining operations at the strongpoints in the Pavia Division area have
Been begun. Since the enemy is specially afraid of our 8,8 cm, AA guns.
Panzer Amy Africa has ordered the installation of dummy guns. This work has
been begun.

The divisions receive an order to submit a sketch of the operation.

The inquiry whether at least 20 lorries cannot be assigned for the Luftwaffe
is answered in the negative by both divisions,
already given in the report.

Now the Corps battle headquarters is also
Single motor vehicles are

on.

The reasons are the same as

/ 7 July 1942
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7 July 1942

In the night heavy gunfire again and intense enemy flying activity. The
relief of the Brescia Division is not fully carided through, as some units
of the Brescia Division are still in the old area.

The tank situation is showing a further improvement.

The building of strongpoint 63 is completed, strongpoint 73 is not yet
fully completed. The work is being continued.

‘I

O9OO:
In the early morning there has been especially heavy gunfire directed on
the 15th Panzer Division, The fire is now concentrated on the right vdng
of the Baade Group, against which a tank attack is being launched under
cover of smoke shells. One tank succeeds in breaking through. The
attack is hov^ever beaten off; 3 enemy tanks are shot up.

In the course of the day several orders are issued, partly based on
directives from Panzer Army Africa. Use of radio is to be limited as far
as possible in order to prevent radio direction finding; each man is to
take with him permanently 15 sandbags out of the captured supplies.
Totally unserviceable vehicles are to be placed in the decoy minefields
to deceive the

I4OO; P^zer Army Africa orders that the Trieste Division is to extend its right
wing as far as the left wing of the 21st Panzer Division. The distribution '
of men between the two divisions is now very thin, so that the possibility

of infiltration by the enemy arises. It is reported by Panzer Army Africa
that the Brescia Division relieving the Trieste Division receives the
order to form a mine barrier before its position, to begin with on both
sides of the Quattara Track, Engineer Battalion 200, without one conpany
which up to now has been subordinated to the 15th Panzer Division to build

the l:^e of strongpoints, is again subordinated to the 21st Panzer Division.
The mines are to be brought up by troop-carrying vehicles.

There is no particular change in the activity of the Africa Corps, There
are continuous enemy air attacks; the fighter-bomber attacks are especially
^pleasant. Heavy gunfire is still being directed against the 15th Panzer
Division.

The construction of the strongpoints in the Pavia Division area goes on,
end the setting of the dummy gun emplacements is making progress as well.

As has already been mentioned a number of times, the fighting strength of
ho Africa Corps has recently deteriorated considerably.

In the next few days. Infantry Regiment 382 vrill be operating in the
Africa Corps sector. It will be brought up in troop-carrying vehicles.

Panzer Amy Africa reports that Reconnaissance Battalion 33 in the line
Quaret Abu Saq - El Kharita has stopped an encircling attempt by
superior enemy forces.

The G,0,C, has been with both divisions and has discussed with the C,a s
details of the operation and also the details of the general defence
directives.

enemy.

All is quiet with the 21st Panzer Division.

8 July 1942

The 15th Panzer Division reports that the enemy made a broakthroxigh on
the right wing of the division towards 2345 hours. The strongpoint
situated there has been taken; the situation could be restored only if
the divisional reserve was sent in. It was reported later that in this
breakthrough five 5 cm, anti-tank guns were put out of action by the enemy,

/ 03455
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G.H.Q# fears that at break of day a renewed enengr attack is to follow at the
point of penetration# The 21st Panzer Division is therefore ordered to move
half of its tanks in such a way, that they stand ready, as from dawn behind
the left wing of the 15th Panzer Division for an engagement in a south
easterly direction#

The 21st Panzer Division reports that this order has been oairied out,
the leadership of Lieutenant Colonel Mildebrath 19 tanks are in readiness to
the south of point 63,

Under

034.5:

05OO;

No losses were sus-
The night passes quietly for the 21st Panzer Division*
tained in a heavy bombing raid.

The C. in C. comes to the Corps battle headqu^ters.
place on the enemy’s undertaking by night against  e 5  stronffnoints*
F

A discussion is takin

urther, douhts on the question of mining

of the Pavia Division are ^ c^STc. Lsists that a continuous mine-
Africa

g

, to be mined round about* ^ ● other than engineers are also to
field is to be made# For the mining, troops otn s

be employed#

0745:

will be brought up to bring
In the immediate future increased reinforcements

units up to strength again soon#

As already ordered hy the C. in C. ̂ y.*?^g^°”?^h°effeotthe command of the 15th Panzer Division wi

, is 'discussing with Cornel *^th^aw^the°bulk’5®tte
of bringing up reinforcements

The G.O.C

. It is „h-iie leaving units to
division behind the Pavia Division in the "^8^ > vehicles are to be
protect the mining. The G.O.C. also those encountered
widely dispersed and that in order to avoid mishap .  nicht#
S  the past night, officers must at all costs go on guard at night.

The same points arc also discussed with the 21st Panzer Division by telephone.

Transport of the reinforcements must again be effected
veScles, as relatively few can be brought up by the supply columns#

Infantry Regiment 382 arriving in the next few days will be
battalSn, under the 21st PanLr Division; the one  ®f
15th Panzer Division# The divisions will have to arrange transp
supplies.

The G*0,C, is going to the 15th Panzer Division,

The 21st Panzer Division siirprisingly reports that the enemy strongpo^t on
the Quattara Track to the south-west of El Mireir has been taken. A aive-
bomber attack ordered for that area must be cancelled at once#
Buweibat el Rami is also free of the enemy# The 21st Panzer Division is
sending observers forward#

over

0830:

1445:

The expected enemy attack on the 15th Panzer Division has up to now not oon^
,  The gunfire is weaker than on the previous days# The tank battalion
the 21st Panzer Division is nevertheless left to the south of point 63,

so that it is ready there if necessary, if there is an attack in the neigh
bourhood of the 21 st Panzer and Brescia Divisions#

off
of

1740: The order is issued to the 15th Panzer Division for a withdrawal behind the
Pavia Division as was already discussed in the forenoon#

73 enemy tanka take up position against the strongpoint# They are however
not attacking yet# The evening also passes quietly for the 15th Panzer
Division#

1830:

/ Plying
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Pl3ring activity somewhat less than in the previous days,

2150. The 21st Panzer Division reports that a patrol has announced that the
enemy strengpoint at Qaret el Abd is apparently evacuated. Several

●  vehicles must have been left behind landestroyed. On enquiry
the division receives the order to leave an armed reconnaissance  unit in

the strongpoint; it is to be withdrawn only in the event 6f a strong
enemy attack. This order is amplified shortly afterwards to the effect
that at least

strongpoint.
one company with artillery obseivers is to occupy the

2215;
IS quiet in the 15th Panzer Division area. The division is

ordered to hold the panzer regiment ready as an operational reserve. The
ivision reports that during the night the units protecting the mining
Deiore the northern stixingpoint have been withdrawn, as the raining
operations are completed there.

2255;
The 21st Panzer Division receives by telephone the order.to occupy
Qaret el Abd with an aimed patrol. ̂  ^

A siOTey of the present fighting strengths is submitted to Panzer Array
^ rica. As a result of the increased demands on vehicles, single units
in each division are immobilised. It is fortunate that a supply of tanka

Pe coated on. As it cannot be forecast at present how the situation
eve lop with regard to the tanks to be repaired, the newly incoming

tanks will be divided equally among the divisions.

9 July 1942

Danzer Division the night passes quietly until the start of
gvinrire which is directed against the division with varying intensity.

0610;
he C, in C, rings up the G.O.C. to be informed on the position. In spite

rne reports to Panzer Army Africa the previous evening, the C, in C,
^s only ;}ust learned from G.O.C. that the strongpoint Bab el Quattara has

evacuated. He considers it very important to advance at
occupy the strongpoint completely. This advance could

to^? ordered by the Africa Corps, as the plans hitherto have been
^^^erend the present south front and to strengthen it by raining. Further

known to the Africa Coips, except that on the

^  (Operations Officer) approved the sending out of

O62O:
the conference with the C, in C., the order is issued to

I^iviaion to push forward to .the strongpoint with
Pan^S engineer company still remaining with the 15th
Amv a-Pth ®^on is again placed under the division. In addition. Panzer
at information that Reconnaissance Unit 3 is engaged

Littorio Division in the area to the south of

fbA meantime the 21 st Penzer Division reports that
against the strongpolrt has withdrawn towards the

north in the face of the

an

superior enemy forces.

The G.O.C, is going to the 21st Panzer Division in order to settle
details concerning the engagement of the advance battalion, etc.

O90O:
C. in C, appears at the Corps battle headquarters and complains that

the enemy strongpoint has not yot been oooupiedo On the grounds of the
report by the ̂ erations Officer that Bab el Quafctara is still occupied
by the enemy, the C, in c, orders an attack by the 21st Panzer Division
at 1000 hoxiTs, Panzer Army Africa artillery will support the attack to

/ start
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start with, with a mortar battery, later with the Boeokmann Batte^ (3
batteries of captured guns). The command ds giv^ thro\igh the
●by telephone to O.C. 21st Panzer Division. It xs
Operations Officer of the Africa Corps. According  o order as it has
there are only small enemy graups south of is now attacking
been up till now has been altered, and . little towards the
Qaret el Abd from the west; it is however to withdraw a little towara
south.

The. 21st Panzer Division reports that it ha^ ^ther^plans is taking place,
to the ‘battle headquarters. A conierenoe on discontinued at once, 1
Th

The
e mining activities on the south front are , a telephone message

orders given already by word of mouth are ^tou-d is to Join the
to the 21st Panzer Division. The Lindemann a right of it the
attack and reach point 80 on the Quattara ra .
Kiehl battle echelon is going forward towards the soutn.

1000;

riSJ-r :su"^Ued byThe 21st Panzer Division
strongly held by the enemy,
the enemy*

1015;

reconnaissance from the north-
The division is also to carry Quattara. It also receives the
east with artillery observers against Da j^as not been occupied,
oi^er to report on the reasons why the for

towards the south; there are only enemyThe Kiehl battle echelon has tlmxst

1100:

patrols before it.

At this time a tank attack from the
15th Panzer Division. Later* tanks go
however lead up to a heavy attack.

Hill 101 on the Quattara Track is still ^®^^^^i^egs^for^an
Infantry Regiment 102^ is holding itse^ in . ^ggcl Infantry Regiment

oping against the
the east; it does notsouth-east is

forward from

Motorised
attack there.

Qaret el Abd is attacked from the north by from there eastwards.
102^; Ill/^torised Infantry Regiment 104 is a j^fg^try Regiment 102f.
The Panzer Regiment has moved close to VMoto previous day
The companies of Infantry Regiment 382 which ^rived on
still engaged to the south-west of Alam el Dihmaniya.

devel

1130:

are

Hill 101. The
sittiated in thisDive-bombers are sent into action against the

Littorio Division is also going forward against the enemy
position.

80 with its most advanced
The Lindemann battle echelon has reached PO^t — -
sections, and is under gunfire from the south-east.

1345s

The 21st Panzer Division received the order T^^^ight^of^it^the
reaching Bab el Quattara and the area to the south, left and
Maroks Group of the 90th Light Division is going echelon. The 21stfollowing the Lindemann battle eo^eion. n

clear the Quattara Track of mines.

The operational report of Panzer Aimy Afrloa brings no oha^e.
purpoL of uniform oomnand of the attack, the Jl^iei^!
i

rear of this division is
Panzer Division received the order to

s in advance on Deir el Khawabir, is placed under the 21st Panzer mvision.

The fortification at Bab el Quattara is taken,
still enemy groups which are being attacked by the Maroks Group,
reconnaiss^oe units in the south have thrust far towards the east Into the
BToei 4 km. south-west of Manaqir ©1 Dabar. Dive-bom'bers are eg^ bu^g sent
into action against the enemy betv/oen them, the Maroks Grox«> and the 21st
Panzer Division to the north of Ghebel^ Kalakh.

To the south of it there are
The

1405:

16O0:

1'625:

/ I85O:
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1850: Panzer Army Africa orders the attack to be launched. It is to be started
by daybreak* Objective of attack for the 21st Panzer Division is the area
north-east of Deep Well. Commencement of attack 0530 hours. Right of the
21 st Panzer Division the Littorio Division is to attack, to the right of

this the Marcks Group.

The G.O.C. has remained longer with the 21st Panzer Division and does not
return to the Corps battle headquarters until after the approach of
darkness.

2030: The Army,
enemy, is planning to go over to the offensive again,
accordingly to hold themselves in readiness.

Enemy flying activity has been less today than in the past days.

Panzer Army Africa announces that each division can count on receiving 5
heavy field howitzers on self-propelled mountings. The divisions are
instructed to prepare the sites for the batteries.

as it apparently takes for granted a general withdrawal of the
The divisions are

10 July 1942

In the night especially heavy gunfire is to be heard from a northerly
direction. Veterans of World War 1 claim that is surpasses even the
heavy barrage of the Western Front. It is later known that a deep
penetration has been made on the coast road.

With the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions there is nothing of note to
report.. The minefields before the 15th Panzer Division have been com-

On inquiry to Panzer Army Africa it is however decided that the
division again has the responsibility for the defence of the Pavia
Division's sector.

The G,0.C, goes to the 21st Panzer Division which is moving up to the
attack according to plan.

0530:

0800;
The C. in c, comes to the Corps battle headquarters and orders that a
battle group consisting of tanks, guns, artillery and anti-tank units is
to be assembled and to start on the way en route to Hill 21 to the west
of the Quattara Track. The order is given by telephone to the 15th

P^zer Division which at present is the only unit ooncemed. The commander
of the battle group, Captain Kirsten, receives precise instructions on the
operation from the C, in C. The battle group is directly subordinated to

P^zer Army Africa. The breakthrough has in the meanwhile come to a halt;
the Army is however counting on a further push from the enemy and is
pressing for speed.

0950:
group presses forward in order to reach the target area. In

the 21st Panzer Division area, the artillery has advanced some km. up to the
hill of point 104- Panzer Regiment 5 has advanced through as far as Alam
Nayil. The enemy is still established in that part, and so the panzer
regiment has come to a halt. Nothing is known concerning the situation
with neighbouring units.

IO3O: Panzer Army Africa orders the units to go over to the defensive after
reaching the objective of attack north-east of Deep Well,' An east front
is to be formed to extend the east front already in existence. In order
to bring forward the attack for the purpose of reaching the objective of
attack, it is urgent that the 90th Light Division should advance. The
division is at a standstill to the south of Ghebel Kalakh owing to lack
of fuel. The Littorio Division on the other hand has retired before an
enemy ooianter-thrust. The exact situation with it is not clear. There
are no indications that the enemy is strengthening his south front as a
result of the attack.

/ 1200;
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The continuation of the
The

The 21st Panzer Division is at a standstill again,

attack jointly with the 90th Light Division is planned for 1600 hours*
Evrert battle group is drawn-up in such a manner that it can. advance in a
general direction point 112 - Raqahet el Retem.

1200;

The 21st Panzer Division has moved up to the attack again, and also the 90th
Light Division, The defence is still very strong. The 90th Light Division
is making better progress and has arrived at the same hill where the 21st
Panzer Division is still at a standstill in face of the enemy to the south

east of Alam Nayil, The enemy ia apparently receiving reinforcements; the
21st Panzer Division reports unloading of infantry near Deep
later confirmed that there is a strong enemy base here. The 0,0,0, returns
from the field of combat in the evening, after speaking persomlly with
6,0, 90th Light Division at his battle headquarters on the further conduct
of the battle, etc. As a result of his discussion by telephone, 21st f*^zer
Division is ordered to go over to the defensive. One battalion with a Ixght
battery is to be left near Bab el Quattara, to be ready for ̂ tion at the
shortest notice. Panzer Regiment 5 is to hold itself ready to cover the gap
between the 21st Panzer Division near Alam Nayil and the Brescia Division

The 15th Panzer Division is also to hold the Panzereast of Alam Dihmaniya.

1530;

Regiment ready for a similar operation.

The situation of the enemy facing the 15th Panzer Division has not altered in
the course of the day. G^infire Ls again been directed against the division.

Today there have again been no bombing raids; the enemy has sent out only
armed air reconnaissance.

As a result of the events of the past days. Panzer Army Africa orders that
the troops must be ready for defence from OAOO hours.

lack of vehicles (because of
G.H.Q. orders that in spite of the existing .n 4-  + ^
supply journeys etc.), transport must be constantly available to transfer
qtdokly large consignments of all weapons.

The lorries sent out for the transport of the reinforcements from Tobruk are
still being used by the Army for continuous supply; they are no longer at the
disposal of the divisions.

11 July 1942

Gimfire and bombing attacks in the night.

About 30 enemy tanks attack Panzer Regiment 5 to the north-west of Alam Nayil,
The attack is beaten off after a rather long engagement. No attack is made

the 15th Panzer Division.

The C, in C, rings up the G.O.C, and orders the 21st Panzer Division to be
relieved. In the north the situation remains as serious. For any attack
that might arise against that area the division is to hold itself in readin
ess in the area to the north of El Mireir, The 90th Light Division takes
over the whole sector; it is placed under the Africa Corps, and Reconnaissance
Unit 33 and the Littorio Division are subordinated to the 90th Light Division,

on

05A5:

0660;

The G,0,C, gives the corresponding command to the Operations Officer of the
15th and 21st Panzer Divisions. The command is communicated by wireless to
the 90th Light Division, as at the momeht there is no telephone communication

The division is to take over the El Taqa - Bab el Quattara
El Taqa, Chebel Kalakh, Bab el Quattara are each to be occupied by

The last is to be held at all costs, as it is a comer stone

in existence.
sector,
a battle group,

0625:

of the position; German troops are also to be engaged there alongside the
Littorio Division. The line now reached is to remain occupied in order to
deceive the enemy; there is to be intense patrol activity as well, El Taqa
is occupied by Reconnaissance Unit 33,

/ The
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The 90th Light Division makes it known that only Infantry Regiment 200 is
available for Bab el Quattara,* This is however still in action alongside
the Trento Division; a relief there does not come into the question. It
is therefore later ordered that the Menton special unit is to trarisfer
into the fortification.

0900; Staff of Panzer Regiment 5 is to be left with a battalion in its present
operational area up till the end of the movement. It is again made clear
that Bab el Quattara must not be evacuated until the arrival of the
relieving Gemnan troops* Advance battalions are to be set en route for
the new area as soon as possible.

The-Lindemann battle echelon remains in action and is placed under the 15th

Panzer Division, as is a battalion of Infantry Regiment 382, The sound
ranging battery of Construction Battalion 11, engaged in the southern
sector, is remaining with the 90th Light Division.

The 90th Light Division is very weak in artillery; the Littorio Division
however has at its disposal one battery of the Panzer Army Africa
artillery.

The tank battle in the Panzer Regiment 5 area has flared up again,
enemy tanks attempt an outflanking movement. The attack is beaten off,
but it is not going to be possible to withdraw units of the panzer
regiment in daylight, as the enemy observes every movement closely and
immediately takes counter-measures.

C. in C, discusses the situation v/ith the G.O.C. It is very tense in
the north. The withdrawal of imits of the 21 st Panzer Division must at all
oosts be speeded up.

The G.O.C, proposes to send forward Reconnaissance Unit 33 in the direc
tion of Manaqir el Daba; the C. in C. sanctions this decision; the unit

the order to press foiward again and reconnoitre towards east
^d north-east. It leports enemy to the north of Manaqir el Daba and 5
to the south-west of Deir el Munassib.

The0930;

1030:

1100;
The first units of the 21st Panzer Division arrive in the new assembly area.

O.C, Motorised Infantry Regiment 10A reports to the G.O.C,
♦ m C. B order the movement to the north is not yet to begin.

On the

All is quiet with the 15th Panzer Division until the artillery opens up.

The 90th Light Division intends to leave Infantry Regiment 3^1 forward
5® a whole. This decision is not ratified. In order to have a unified
lomard front the division is ordered to withdraw the regiment at the
la-cest by dark. The isolated strongpoints are to be mined and the enemy
inang of the Quattara fortification has to be reconnoitred.

knows nothing about the activity of the Kirsten Group,
wnioh is directly subordinate to Panzer Army Africa, Nothing essential
IS to be gleaned from a report by the battle group. The 90th Light

reports that the El Taqa fortification really lies 10 km,
ii^her towards the west than has hitherto been assimied. The Army has
o^ered a new mine barrier between Bab el Quattara and the right wing
of the Brescia Division, For the pxorpose of a unified operation, both
engineer battalions are placed dii^ctly under the Africa Corps,

1200;
O.Co 90th Light Division is again coming for the pxorpose of a conference
with the GoO.C, All details of the operation are again discussed with
him.

1400:
Reconnaissance Unit 33 has again reached its old position.

/ The
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The Africa Corps is in agreement with the proposal hy the 90th Light Division
that the unit should also block the gaps in the southein flank.

I52O; The Menton Special Unit has arrived in the Quattara fortification, so that
the last motorised infantry battalion of the 21 st Panzer Division can be
relieved. The 90th Light Division has had no real contact with the enemy
during the afternoon. Enemy groups groping forward yielded in the t ace of
gunfire. So that the gunfire in the southern sector may be completely
effective, the Albers Army Artillery Battery is requested, on the suggestion
of the 90th Light Division, to send an observer forward to the division.

The
1730: As yet nothing of importance to report 15th panzer Division,

division received the order to advance until 12 «

Khawabir - right wing of the Brescia Division “

It is to establish liaison with Di^sion^d

so to sro,^ itself that it is to lend ^y^anen^sf t^Lis
Pavia and Bresoia Divisions as well as to outix^^  ^ ^ Division is
the west v/hich may arise. Boundary line with the  9 S

east-west* line through the line of attack 917.

Mireir area.

the

a. i-i. strongpoint of El Alamein with

The C. in C. iS plam^g to ®"^ivi3iof area on 13 July. The
the 21st Panzer Division “^oss the Irento^i ^
21st Panzer Division receives this front of Panzer Keginent

from 12 July. Owing to the st^ng enemy tn^ ^ Engineer
5, the latter is to remain in its previous area on y
Battalion 200 is again subordinated.

18M):

switoh-over of oonimand 21st Panzerhour for the1900 hours is ordered as zero
Division - 90th Light Division,

The liaison officer folS^r^
before the front, hoah^lment is again attacked on a
attack on the Brosoia Division; Panzer Eegiront 5 is ̂  inflicted on the

Both attacks have been repulsed and lossesbroad front,

1915:

enemy.

The possibility of an
reckoned with,

lanes in the mine barrier to be built are
„ Afrioa Corps, since on an earlier oooasion

planning had to be transferred later.

Heavy fOak is ordered by Panzer Army Afrioa for
the attack on El Alamoin,

The Aimy is cotxnting on a renewed attack in
21st Panzer Division hats therefore to be ready for a

from 0A30 hoxrrs.

reorganisaenemy attack during the

to be prec
The
the

the 21st P

the north for

the

tion has again to be

isely laid down by
lanes laid without proper

anzer Division for

 the coming day;
ooun t ei>-at t aok

a new
As the previous supply route lies within the range of the enemy guns,
route is arranged.

The manpower situation has improved only slightly
i.LrVt clear that in these oritioal days, each man's place is at the front.

The tank situation has remained more or less the same.

supply situation today for the first time permitted the '^nbardraent of
batteries by the 21st Panzer Division, The enemy gunfire has been as

The
enemy
on the previous days.

There were again several enemy fighter-bomber raids.

/ 12 Jiay 1942
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12_J^y1^2

0055 s bulk of the 21st Panzer Division has arrived in the area to the north

of El Mireir. Il/Panzer Grenadier Regiment ^0l^. and Panzer Regiment 5 are
still in the old operational area 3 km, to the south-west of Alam
Dihmaniya,

Apart from the usual gunfire and night bombing raids the night passes
quietly,

O74O: Panzer Army Africa announces that the Ariete Division is placed under the
Africa Corps for the operation to the north of Bab el Quattara,

2 flak batteries are placed ̂ t the disposal of the 21st Panzer Division
for the attack on El Alamein, The attack is supported by the mass of the
Anny artillery.

The 21 st Panzer Division is informed accordingly,

O93O: Quiet reigns in front of the 90th Light Division, Vehicle concentrations
are observed in the area around Deep V/ellj before Reconnaissance Unit 33
there is a screen of patrol oars with isolated tanks and 1 battery,

0,C, Ariete Division is given instructions by the G,0,C, at the Corps
battle headquarters. The division is allotted the sector northera edge
Quattara fortification — Doir Unm Khawabir, The 0,C, Ariete Division

points out that, to start with, only 2 Bersaglieri companies, 11 tanks and
1 battery are available,

15th Panzer Division and 90th Light Division are

enemy gropes forward against Reconnaissance Unit 331 been
forced back by gunfire.

Before Panzer Regiment 5 enemy armoured forces; it cannot be discovered
what their plans for attack are.

The afternoon passes without anything of note to report, .

The withdrawal of Panzer Regiment 5 £^3 "fehe battle echelon is ordered.
The Ariete Division is in the process of taking over in their position.

All is still quiet in the evening.

The C, in C, has insisted that there are too many reserve troops piling
up in the area behind the lines. The divisions are directed to move up
all refitting depots into the area to the west of the Quattara Track,

The tanks which have come out of the workshops have been used by Panzer
Airoy Africa to seal off the enemy breakthrough. They are now again s.t
the disposal of the Africa Corps and are to be brought forward.

0800;

O95O;

briefed on the operation.

1315: The

1710;

The shortage of equipoaent in the supply zone has not even yel* been^
surmounted. On the broad motor ways there are still difficulties in

● bringing supplies which have been requested promptly to the front,

13 July 19A2

The night passes quietly.

The tank situation remains approximately the

Panzer Array Africa orders that while the 21st Panzer Division is prepar
ing for the attack, and during the attack itself, enemy batteries to the
north-east of the Pavia Division will be held down.

samo.

0535:

/ O610;
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0610: The above order is passed on to the division by telephone, and will follow
later as a radio message.

In accordanoe with Panzer Army Africa orders an Africa Corps reserve group
will be held in readiness north of Corps battle headquarters as from 1300
hours for a possible operation at SI Alamein, The Kirsten Group is available
for operations again.

0825:

C, in C. reports that no more units of Infantry Regiment 382 may be expected.
The regiment will be put into the ̂ northern sector of the front,

still under artillery fire,The divisions,The morning passes quietly,

1000:

^are
which becomes heavy at times.

reaches the edge of the heights.The 21st Panzer Division attacks and soon
but is then held up by heavy artillery fire,

A strong fighter-bomber attack is made on Corps battle headquarters.

1200:

1300:

Panzer Army Africa orders units of the 90th Light Division to carry out a feint j
attack at 1800 hours. Units taking part in this operation will remain ̂  ;

areas they reach during the hours of darkness. On the Kalnkh*a^d ̂  ^
Sght Division, the attack will be carried out by units at <Jhebel Kal^h and
to the south. The attack will be launched at 1800 ̂ urs, but Re^^^ss^oe
Unit 33, operating on the right wing, will go forward at 163O hours to help
the attack by the main force.

I64O: Reconnaissance Unit 33 attacks.

The remainder of the 90th Light Division units designated for the operation go
forward. There is no contact with the enemy at present. The attack then runs
vnto heavy fire by 3 batteries. Reconnaissance Unit 33
i'n the meLtime, the 21st Panzer Division attacks again, but without success,
A fresh attack has been ordered at 19OO hours.

The 15th Panzer Division is ordered to eliminate the effect of enemy
batteries on the south-eastern flank of the 21st Panzer Division. If
necessary, artillery will change position for this operation. 5
Panzer Division has so far not observed v/lthdrawals to the north or no
east by enemy forces. Visibility is bad owing to a

sandstorm«●

I8OO:

1905:

Panzer Army Africa orders iinits to break off the battle if the 21sj P^zer
Division attack is unsuccessful. In this case the division ^ h
after midnight, leaving rearguards, and prepare for a fresh attack in the area
west of Sanyiet el Miteiriya, The division is under Africa Corps ooiiiman again..

The divisionunsuccessful.The 21st Panzer Division attack at 19OO hours was
receives orders from the Army to withdraw and reach the new area.

2000:

The 90th Light Division has made some progress and reached the approximate
line Manaqir el Daba - 115. The division is of the impression that the
object of deceiving the enemy was achieved.

In spite of the 21st Panzer Division’s failure it is still probable that the
offensive will be resumed, G,H,Q, therefore repeats its instructions that
minefields etc, are to be aocui-ately charted.

1k^ul3C-J.542

Reconnaissance Unit 33 is attacked by armoured reconnaissance oars and self-
propelled guns.

0300:

/ 0530:
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0530: I/Infantry Regiment 155 is also attacked. Both attacks are repulsed, the
enemy suffering losses. Apart from this nothing of In^jortance has
occurred on the 90th Light Division front. The 15th Panzer Division is
under the usual bomhardment. Enemy aircraft were very active again during
the night.

O60O: The C, in C, arrives at Africa Corps battle headquarters and issues the
following orders:

The 21st Panzer Division will remain \mder Army Corps command tc restore
the situation in the north. A feint attack will be launched along the
whole of the southern front at O83O hours. Units of the 15th Panzer

Division will also take part in this, operation and will transfer
acoo3?dingly,

C,0,C, points out that these* units cannot be in position by 0830 hours,

.The order regarding operations by the Baade Group is passed on to Colonel
Menny by telephone. It will be issued to the 90th Light Division later
as a radio message, and a written copy will also be made.

Units of the 90th Light Division at Ghebel Kalakh and to the south will
attack in an easterly direction. The Baade Group will advance along the
Quattara desert track, by-pass Ghebel Kalakh, and take Deep V/ell, which
will also be the objective of. Special Unit 288 advancing from Bab el
Quattara, The 15th Panzer Division will hold down enemy forces by an
armoured attack with limited objectives, X Array Corps artillery will
support the attack. The concentrated attack on Deep Well will take place
at 1A00 hours after a Luftwaffe attack in strength,

0*0, X Army Corps receives detailed instructions from the G,0,C,

Enemy forces opposite the southern wing have made* a slight v/ithdrawal sinoo
yesterday, ' .

An enemy feroup is attacked by dive-bombers.

The Baade Group attack is delayed as units have not re-fuelled. To
prevent further loss of time the group, is instructed not ro wait for the

flak battery which is to be sent through it to the 90th Light Division,
The Albers Army Artillery Unit will continue to support the 90th Light
Division,

The 90th Light Division has attacked. The Baade Group is moving up.

061b;

O83O:

091f5:

1200:
The enen^ forces opposite the 90th Light Division seem to have withdrawn
some distance. Deep Well, which was supposed to be unoccupied according
to aerial reconnaissance, is garrisoned by strong enemy forces, according
to a 90th Light Division report. The north wing is held up; 90th Light
Division orders that the attack is to be resumed with all available forces
at 1400 ho\ars. The Quattara depression is again reported unoccupied by
enen^ forces.

400: The dive-bomber attack on Deep Well cannot be carried out. At present
units are still some distance away from this position,

15th Panzer Division tanks carry out the feint attack, making some
progress during the afternoon, but have to be withdrawn again later.

;  1630: During the course of the afternoon the attack makes better progress,
left wing of the 90th Light Division and the Baade Group are lagging
somewhat. The latter, reporting from the area south of point 100,
states that there are vehicle concentrations around Deep Well, The

90th Light Division requests dive-bomber attacks on vehicle conoentra^
tions in the area 8 kmo north-east of Qaaret el Himeiat,

The

/ The
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who was at Africa Corps battle headquarters during the after
noon, is very pleased with the progress of the attack so far. The GiO, C, has
gone to Bab el Quattara to observe the course of the attack from there,

Eneany withdrawals opposite the 15th Panzer Division cannot be observed.
There are still enemy armoured units opposite the Brescia Division an
Panzer Regiment 8. In order to prevent an enemy advance on the extended
flank of the 90th Light Division the division is ordered to mine the slopes
and to carr}'' out continuous reconnaissance of possible desoen pom s.

The Baade Group cannot make a frontal advance. The unit
encircle Deep Well from the north-v/-est. Strong enemy forces g

The C, in C● >

reported in Deep Well,

;  The Baade Group's advance is still slow, and is held up by

reports have been rooeivea from the towards 1800 hours,

No

until later that it reaohed the area lino:

103 - 115 - south of point 99 -

1730:

1915:

By dusk the 90th Light Division had re

1 km, east of Qarot el Himeiat - 153 - 1^5 -
101 - 93 - 81.

in the evening.
The G.O.C, returned to battle headquarters

^r.f'rnce works have been brought
As units formerly occupying the Quatt^a oe vLnguarded. 15th
foiv/ard, the lane through the minefields m
Panzer Division is therefore ordered to assume

2230:

this duty.

.  i. 4-vi.a n-rpa around point 7^ north—
Panzer Regiment 8 will be moved into the ̂ e flank of the Bab el
west of Alnm Nayil) to afford some th© 15th Panzer and
Quattara defence works and to establish oontac
Ariete Divisions.

After the C. in C. has received TOm^rto^’t^e
Division receives orders to attack at Rpade Grouu.

Deep Well, using the Menton Group and the subor 1 rjorth-eastwards,
wards the Baade Group will be held in readiness to turn norT,i

u  ■i'n the east for some time. The
2300: The noise of a violent battle has been at/ainst the Brescia Division

-

15th Panzer Division now reports that an attack aga
is in progress and that the enemy has i.mde a penetra this -Denetration
JSe divisional staff of the Bresoia Division knows nothing of this penetration,

2330* The Staff of the Bresoia Division has unly Just received a n
penetration, Panaer Amy Africa ia infomed, and the Africa Corps will
restore the situation.

After

2L00: The 15th Panzer Division, which has been ordered to
reports that the enemy is pivoting tow^vrds the rear of the Pavia Division,
which has its front facing east. Panzer Regiment  8 is forming ^ Q+rona
front to prevent the enemy pushing further forward. It seems a^ g
enemy reconaissanoe force ha<3 broken through and is now looking y
back to its ovm lines. Later this assumption is proved wrong.

15 July

In view of reports so far received, G,H,Q, is of the opinion that this is
only a strong reconnaissance force which has made  a local breakthrough.
General outlook remains unchanged at present. Orders for the battle on the
southern front are therefore still in force and will be supplemented.

/ 0100:
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0100: Intelligence desorites the situation to Army Intelligence. It is pointed
out that a correct estimate of the situation is not possible, and thr.t the
Africa Corps has no coimter-attack reserves at its disposal at present.
The bulk of 15th Panser Division infantry is with the 90th Light Division,
and the whole of the 21st Panzer Division is still in the north.

0115: The Chief of Army General Staff again issues orders that the situation
must be restored. The Intelligence question as to whether the Baade Group

be withdrawn for this purpose during the morning receives a negative
A decision will be reached later, and available forces must

can

answer,
suffice,

A detailed discussion takes place between G.O.C, and Colonel Menny. The
division will consider whether the battalion of Infantry Regiment 382 and
the Africa Corps battle echelon can be sent in to counter-attack,

15th Panzer division reports that the Pavia Division strongpoints are still
occupied. This report originates from the liaison officer with X Army
Corps, At present the 15th Panzer Division line runs roughly from point 7^
to trig, point 65, Divisional artillery is in position west of this line
and can be withdrawn in time without loss of equipment.

It now appeals that a considerable penetration has been made, and that the
Bresoia Division*s defensive front no longer exists.

It is essential that the Baade and Menton Groups advance to relieve
pressure on the Bresoia Division, However, it appears soon afterwards
that the situation cannot be restored with the forces available. Enemy

forces approximately a battalion strong have established themselves in
Deir el Shein,

Panzer Army Africa orders the 21 st Panzer Division to hold a group in
readiness for operations with the Africa Corps,

All units of the 15th Panzer Division are engaged in a defensive battle,
and enemy tanks are making a fresh attack from the south-east. The battle
echelon is sent in against this enen^r force from the south-west. The
attack is successfully halted,

A reoonnaissanoe unit under the oornmand of Lt. Sohrotter is being sent out
so that information on the course of the battle may be obtained more
quickly. He reports that trig, point 63 is occupied by the enemy,
90th Light Division receives orders to send Reoonnaissanoe Unit 33 north
Immediately, and for the Baade Group to txam north.

The enemy has now pushed forward to an area directly south of Rixweisat,
The divisional staff of the Bresoia Division must change position. There
is no contact with the liaison officer attached to the division. After
some time it has only just been learnt that Lt, Colonel Mittag-was
severely wbianded in close combat, and that Sturm,a civilian specialist,
was killed.

Reconnaissance Unit 33 attacks very quickly, Inqxiiries establish that the
Baade Gro\:qp cannot have received the 90th Light Division order owing to
some oversight.

The Sohrotter reconnaissance unit also reports enemy forces south-west of
trig, point 63, Army reports that according to an intercepted signal,
eneny forces are withdrawing to the breakthrough area. In reality,
however, the situation appears to be quite different.

No new reports on the enemy have been reoeived,
placed under the direct oononand of the Africa Corps, At the moment
this unit is at Doir el Anqa, As there are enemy forces north of the

/ unit
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0150:

O42O:

0545:

0600:

0740:

O83O:
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unit, it will go through Bab el Quattara, and for this reason it is imoertain
whether it will arrive in time. The situation is critioal. The ou^ome of
the day’s operations depends on the punctual arrival of units brought in for
the coimter-attack, A further deterioration in the situation was causea by
strongpoint garrisons of the Bresoia Division abandoning their positions.
Threats with weapons were unavailing.

The Baade Group finally arrives and the area south-east of El Mireir is
designated as its objective. The situation remains unchanged at Hill bjj.

The Pavia Division is also retiring v/estwards,
situation increases. The 90th Light Division wi i
for counter-attack in the north.

The critical nature of th

1230;

e
all available forces

During &,0.C's report to the C. ̂  C. (hy telepto^)
for the withcirawal of the 90th Light Division yifpioa has also aespatohed
in the event of strong enemy pressure, y
the whole of the 21st Panzer Division southwarcs.

Pninnel Baade comes to Africa Corps
The Baade Group has reached Quattara. ̂ ^o^ situation and future
battle headquarters in person and is ^j„cmce along the approximate line
operations by G,0,C, The Baade Group will Units of the I5th Panzer

of the former Brescia Division strong^’O^'c Division, v/ill advance on the
Division, flanked by units of the 21st advance on El Ruweisat
left of the group, while Reconnaissance uni j ^ from the north-

itseif. In addition. Reconnaissance Unit ̂  point 39 an«3 is striking
west. At present the unit is in the vioini y
south—e as t●

1350;

written copy of the order,

to restore the situation. _
support for all units taking

Th
Reconnaissance Unit 33 will be sent a

Colonel Menny is informed of the operation
15th Panzer Division will provide artillery
part*

e
1^35;

r. 4-v. cJicit Panzer Division arrive in the
The first units of the Bruer Group of tne ^ rifle battalion with
battle headquarters area. The group consists ^^^ti-tank guns* The other
approximately 100 men, 6 machine guns and o
units, including artillery, will not l^aiion 39 is placed under "the

With the exception

of 3 field guns, one company of Anti-tank been held back as the
command of the Bruer Group. This ^ ters. The Bruer Group will
last reserve in the area of Corps battle hcadqu
be sent in directly south of El Ruweisat,

1500;

Hill 63
Heoonnaissance Unit 33
Is still in enemy hands. An attack „as held up in face of
By 2 infantry companies of the 15th Panzer Divis Afr^-ira reuort,
sLie AO - 50 enemy tanks. According to a t??avia Division strongpoint,
leoonSaiseanoe Unit 33 has reached the -"*he^s^Pevia^x^ion^
which is still holding out. Army plaoec assault guns oi ^
Africa Corps command, and these will be sent up to t e

The Baade Group is still in Quattara,The Bruer Group laxmohes its attack.

Reconnaissance Unit 33 has
prisoners*

Hill 53 has also been taken,
inflicted on the enemy by Reconnaissance Unit 33 is increasing.

captiared trig, point 63, taking a nu

The list of material captured and

1615;

mber ofi  1630;

 lossesI73O;

The Bruer GroupThe enemy force north of El Ruweisat must now be encircled,
is therefore ordered to wheel on point 64, On the right, the Baade Group will
also change direction. However, a fresh crisis has arisen. The Bruer Group
infantrymen are streaming back, apparently in face of an enemy armoured attack.

/ In
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In addition, the Baade Group has not attacked for some unknown reason, aj^ i
is hedging and making suggestions for a mohile reserve. The unit receives ;
urgent orders to attack as ordered. It appears later that the group oairis
out contrary orders issued by the 15th Panzer Division, to which it is not
subordinated*

I8li0: The 90th Light Division, on whose sector nothing important has happened,
is ordered to withdraw to the line Ghobel Kalakh  - Bab el Quattara, A
screen of reconnaissance and advanced units will be left behind. It is
again stressed that the Quattara defence works must be held. Liaison
officers of the Littorio Division and XX Army Corps are informed
accordingly. The Li'^?torio and Ariete Divisions will withdraw to their
former positions.

The Bruer Group is south of point 53 and will soon link up with
Reconnaissanoe Unit 33* There are enemy tanks south-east of the Group,
and Hill 63 is still held by strong enemy for
laimohed against Reconnaissance Unit 33 by enemy tanks, but this is
repulsed. The Baade Group is held up and is only south-west of trig,
point 63,

The enemy tanks which broke through have at last fallen back to the east.
It is useless to continue the battle in the dark as units are mixed up,
G*H,Q, therefore orders defensive positions to be taken up during the night.
The attack will be resumed tomorrow morning at 0430 hours,

2040s Tho Bruer Group reports that it broke off the attack on its own initiative
owing to laok of contact on the left.

1845:

A counter-thrust isces.

1930;

The Baade Group is taking up defensive positions on the water pipe track,
and has contact with other units on both flanks.

The 21st Panzer Division is moving up, and the divisional staff is already
1 km, v/est of trig, point 63,

The 90th Light Division is again expressly ordered to keep the mine belt
north-east of Bab el Quattara under observation, XX Army Corps receives
similar orders. The 15th Panzer Division is ordered to cover the eastern
flank and rear of units advancing northwards to enoircle the enemy.

No further developments of importance occur diiring the evening. Tho
critical situations of the day have boon overcome by using last reserves.
Units have again achieved great successes and caused the enemy heavy
losses. Reconnaissance Unit 33 was particularly successful,

if IJhat the situation, which became so critical through no
rault of Africa Corps troops, will be fully restored tomorrow,

^tiv^^^^^ carried out operations in strength after brisk onenqr air

1b July 1942

<3cvelopmsnta occurred during the night. The withdrawal of
tne 90th Light Division, which was still in progress at daybreak, was
completed without enemy interfe^noe.

O43O;
Panzer Division, the Bruer Group and Reconned-ssance Unit 33 are

attacking towards the eeLst. The same enemy units are situated opposite
them as during yesterday evening.

/ 0550:
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0550: The Bruor Group* s attack is held up. Reconnaissance Unit 33 was also held i;p
shortly afterwards* The Baade Group reports enemy flanking movements on both
sides*

07OO: The Italian assault guns hitherto subordinated to the Baade Group
more \mder the command of XX Army Corps,

The attack is still held up. In the meantime the 21st Panzer Division has
taken over command of the Bruer Group, The division requests the 15th
Panzer Division to advance more quickly and so eliminate the thireat to its
flank.

arc once

0725: Colonel Baade explains to the G*0,C, why Motorised Infantry Regiment 115 did
not attack at O43O as ordered. Enemy tanks were in front and it was therefore
impossible for the men to move forward in lorries* I^ addition, Colons
Baade intends to withdraw one battalion.

The G.O.C, objects to these measures and orders the Baade Group
battalion at the front and to attack immediately. For this pi^os

regiment will come under the command of the Panzer Division again,

launched in the north to gain
An attack by Reconnaissance Unit 33, which was

■ information, has also broken down again.

The 90th Light Division reports vehicle concentrations ea g- 0 C
defence works, and an enemy attack is expected in this ar ̂  division**
consequently telephoned to issue the follov/ing orders o

- Artillery Unit Zeoh will withdraw into the ^Intotry Regent
strongpoint must be held at all costa, and a battalion
361 will be transferred for this purpose.

Battle group Briehl must bo sent north that^it^woSd^then
I  difference to thearea has again beoomo critical. The division's ' _

"be very weak in view of the width of the sector makes no
order.

As the situation in the north appears very serious owing to

penetration, 1 battalion of Motorised infantry He  ^ direct
staff will also be despatched to this area and will come
command of the 0* in C,

O83O; 21/A. A. Battalion 612 has been subordinated to the
Deir ©1 Shein fortifications. The company is ordered t  p tlnn

tLt the whole of the eastern edge of^he’^l^e belt sLta
2 battalions of the Bersaglieri Regiment will be sent to Dei *

so

The 21st Panzer Division and Reconnaissance Unit 33 Aocordinet
gaining ground. The 15th Panzer Division appears to be held ®
to a report received from the division, its flanks are be^g s j
considerable fire. Reconnaissance Unit 33 has taken point on

track. The 21st Panzer Division is approximately abreast of Recoimais-
loe Unit 33o However, the C, in C. will divert this unit for operations
the northern front shortly after Hill 63 has been captured.on

The 90th Light Division will be placed under the direct command of Panzer
Array Africa,

The advanced detachment of battle group Briel is moving northwards.

After the withdrawal of Reconnaissance Unit 33 p Hill 63 is temporarily
unoccupied.

^930:
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The 15th Panzer Division is moving closer to the 21st Panzer Division, as
it is making no progress on the right. It appears that there are no enem
forces north of El Rmveisat, and the 15th Panzer Division order to turn
northwards is cancelled.

The attack has still made no progress worth mentioning, although the oveiw
all situation demands that former positions be reached quickly to relieve
the pressure on the northern front,

1305: The G.O.C, orders the attack to stop. It will be resumed at 1800 hours
afte

1200:

r a large-scale attack by the Luftwaffe, The 15th Panzer Division re
quests permission to continue its attack, which is making progress at the
moment, until it oomBs abreast of the 21st Panzer Division, ^
approved and the division links up with the 21st Panzer Division,

The request ii

The C, in C, spent the whole of the morning at Corps battle headquarters
The G-,0,C. was at the front and spent most of the time with the 15th PanLl
Division, He returned towards midday.

1320; The enemy Air Force is very active again today, A strong fighter-bomber
attack was made on Corps battle headquarters, damaging several vehicles
including that of the G,0,C, The C, in C, had been in this vehicle until
the air attack commenced. Shortly before midday a further attack was made
in the Corps battle headquarters area.

During an air attack several bombs again hit battle headquarters without
causing any damage.

During the past few days the R,A,P, has not concentrated on single targets,
but has dropped bombs over wide areas, probably because of the extensive
dispersal of vehicles

order to attack, which has already been discussed with the divisions
is issued as a telephone message. Zero hour is at 1825 hoxars. It is *
intended to relieve strongpoints of the Pavia Division, which according to'
the Aimy are still holding out, retake the former defence line and pu^ th'^
enen^ back into the minefield. The 21st Panzer Division will advance
towards El Ruweisat and directly south of it with the 15th Panzer Divisinw
on its right,

EneDQr forces are not counter-attacking during the afternoon.

1500;

1545:

1825; ihe divisions attack. The G,0,C, is at the front again. The 21st Panzer
Division has the inipression that the enemy expected the evening attacli,
The attack is not gaining much ground, and the 15th Panzer Division has
to divert some units to protect its southern flank.

2130;
In consideration of the importance of relieving the Pavia Division strong-
points, the divisions are ordered to continue the attack during the hours
of darkness. Perhaps in this way it will be possible to advance.

No more reports are received before midnight.

17 July 1942

The order to push forward to the former defence line will be carried out
at dawn, in so far as this has not already been aooonpliahed,

Menny reports that the night attack is proving very difficult, and
that 12 tanka have been lost so far. The advanced line cannot be clearly |
established in the dark and the Liiftwaffe cannot be given exact infoimatioji
for its attack in the moming.

0100;

/ 0150(
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0150: After discussion with the C. in C,, the divisions are ordered to hold posi¬
tions they have reached. Further eneny breakthrough atten5)ts are expected,
and each division will therefore hold a reserve group in readiness for
Panzer Army Afidoa,

0500: Heavy artillery fire can be heard again from the north. Army reports that a
penetration has been made on the Trento Division sector. The enen^r then
pivoted and is advancing south-westwardn along the Quattara track,

forces are said to be at Deir el Dipp already, G,H,Q, transmits an Army o^er
to the Briel Group at El Mireir to advance immediately along the Quattara traciu

Divi-
^A.A. Unit 512 in Deir el Shein is ordered to cover the
sional reserve groups and other units which can be spared will be bro g p
to G,H,Q. immediately.

A reconnaissance unit under the command of Lt, Sohrotter ^  is
report on the situation. He reports that Hill 31  » a^^attaok at
occupied by the enemy, and that the Briel Group is east and
point 33. Hill 31 will soon be talcen; the enemy is retiring to the easi;
north-east; the greatest danger is past.

0700;

Reconnaissance Unit 33 is advancing against the the flank of
Shein, The unit must pull further forward to ensure re s
retiring enemy forces.

aetaohmsnt of the 21st Panzer0930: The situation has become clearer, the panzer
Division will no longer be required,

_ +.ur« two divisions, no eneny
Nothing of importance occurred on the front oi tnc heavy bombardment,
ooxanter-at tacks wore carried out; the divisions are un

orderea to push northwardsThe Baade Group attacking towards the north isIOOO5
past the Briel Group and pursue the enemy.

In a telephone conversation between the C, in C,
that the situation in the north appears to be ole^eu up.
of closing the penetration gap as quickly as possible.

aod the G.0.C, it zras said
.3^ It is now a matter

in general:plans

the left wing up^^^
including Deir el Shein, X Army Corps will be sector as
right, \jp to Alam el Dihmaniya. XX Army Coips units will 136 used,
far as Bab el Quattara, south of whioh only The C, in C,
The Africa Corps will be withdrawn for use in mobile op ^^nt 53, 15th
orders a new mine belt to be laid from Alam el night,
end 21st Panzer Divisions will be withdrawn behind mined as an
Hill 63 on the water pipe track %vill be oocupied, ??”®^^^-ucicd by 2
advanced strongpoint, Deir el Shein st3X>ngpoint will oe wing
battalions of the Bersaglieri Regiment. Occupation of the will break
strongpoint of the Pavia Division will continue; occupying f
through tonight.

Orders oonooming mining and occupation of point 63
divisions by telephone.

The commander of the 15th Panzer Division reports that a strong
attack is in pic grass on the left wing of the division. The .

are

also under heavy artillery fire. For this reason work on minefields is n
posaiblo.

The commander of the 21st Panzer Division informs the G,0,C, that apart from
artillery fire, everything is quiet©

The C, in C, issues the following information on

The Trento and 90th Light Divisions will oooupy
to but not

their

passed on to the1020,

1120*

1155:
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he is continuing to fall hack in the north. Battle group Briel has
reached point 14 2 km, south-east of Hill 21, which is occupied by Italian
troops. The ̂ ea west of the road is clear of the enemy, the Baade Group

m  ̂ <3irection of Bir el Maqtua where, in the opinion of
more enemy forces, if the report on the position of

he Briel Group is correct. The Baade Group is ordered to resume the attaoX
beside the Briel Group and retake the former defence line of the trento
division.

Reconnaissance Unit 33 has not pushed east, the planned flank attack
cannot be carried out.

133O:
^omy ̂ fpitry is attacking on the left wing of the 21st Panzer Division,
The attack is held by artillery fire.

I52O:
^ order is again issued regarding occupation of the old Trento Division

Briel and l/infantry Regiment 3^1, which has Just been
ou^t up, will eventually occupy the position. The Baade Group will

rema^ in the position until reinforcements can be brought through
con inuously, Rqoonnaissance Unit 3 will defend a gap which is still open.

161O:
^ Army s instructions, orders for Infantry Regiment 200 concerning to-
. rrow nighrs withdrawal will be made out and passed on by the 21st Panzer
JJivision to the regiment, which is in action north of the Pavia Division,

As Infantry Regiment 361 is to be sent up to positions adjoining Infantry
^eg^nt 200 in the new defensive front, the Baade Group is ordered to
send -up I/Infantry Regiment 361 on the right wing. On Amy's order,
reconnaissance Unit 3 will be withdrawn. Colonel Baade probably considers

s hazardous owing to an enemy thrust towards Hill 21,

1730:
An enemy attack which is slowly gaining ground is in progress against the

(Battle echelon Lindemann, units of Motorised Infantry Regiment
Ik ' ^ P^talion of Infantry Regiment 382) , which is occupying the front on
the southern wing of the 15th Panzer Division,

-^y General Staff is infomed that there are no reserves avail-

aoie at present in the event of an enemy breakthrough. G.H.Q, therefore
quests that the Baade Group or the Ewert Group be withdrawn.

1835: P^zer Array Africa agrees to withdraw the Baade Group at dusk and transfer
i  J t

1825:

re-

rack south of SI Mireir, Amy will also withdraw the
n^rt Group (Motorised Infantry Regiment IOA) send it north of

Mireir. However, this unit is not likely to be moved tonight.

Baade Group receives orders to withdraw. As from 2030 hours the Briel
uroup and I/Infantry Regiment 361 will come under direct Army command,

iimy o^ers that 15 th and 21 st Panzer Divisions are to fall bank behind the
I?”® during the night. Orders are issued to the divisions

y telephone. The enemy has not resumed his attack on the 15th Panzer,
^ivision front, but is now attacking the left wing of .the 21 at Panzer
iJivlsion. However, this attack can also be repulsed.

Withdrawal of the Baade Groijp is in progress,

expects a night attack north of Quattara, XX Army Corps is
requested to provide defensive fire.

I9IO;

2100:

Nothing of in^jortanoe ooourred during the evening? usual enemy air
activity after dark.

O.C, 21 st Panzer Division has been wovinded twice.

/ 18 July 1942
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18 July 1942

0306: The Baade Group has reached the area ordered.

Nothing of importance occurred during the night,
complete the mine belt,

®715s Corps battle headquarters is being transferred to Deir el Qatani,

The G.O.C. will visit the Hulsen and Baade Groups.

An effort is being made to

the Africa Corps sector,
this will soon be

to
O80O1 The Ewert Group has been relieved and is proceeding

In the north the enemy has made a fresh penetration,
blocked.

for some time.
battle headquarters

. fronts. At present
Infantry Eegiment 104.)

intends to

The C, in C, is staying at Africa Corps

I6ooj, Until now everything has been quiet on the
the enemy is attacking strongpoint 63, and II/Motori division
in action in this area, must be withdrawn. In the meantime
retake the strongpoint in a counter-attack this even g* placed
1/104 and 13/104 have reached the Aba el Mukheisin area,
under the direct command of G.H.Q. as Corps reserves.

suitable defensive
It appears that 2/AmA, Battalion 6l2 has not -syritten orders,
positions, and the company will again receive distin

and the position
is once

^50; The planned counter-attack on Hill 63 was successful
again in German hands.

it is possible that sm^l
^  ̂moved northwards.

Division has
Th

The enemy situation has hardly changed, although
enemy forces on the 15th Panzer Division front have

e 15th Panzer
The tank situation continues to be very serious.
9 and the 21st Panzer Division 19 serviceable tanks.

.  ● ^ imits of Il/Infantry
G.H.Q. requests Panzer Army Africa to send up miss^S regiment on the
Regiment 382 which have probably been put into action
northern front.

in place of
■ Colonel Crasemann will resume command of the 15'fcb Panzer Division
Colonel Menny, who has fallen sick.

19 July 19^

A New Zealand reconnaissance unit attempted to infiltrate to trick
sector by calling out in German, "Don't shoot, we  ’ has oocurred.

discovered to time. Apart from this, nothing of importance has oocurwas

^55: The Chief of General Staff reports that according to aerial *
enemy tanks are assembling east of point 63. He again he
strongpoint 63 must remain to German hands. The Africa Co^s will ̂
made responsible for holding the Deir el Sheim defence works, -l-he Italian
units to action there will not be subordinated.

Gorrespondtog orders are issued to the 21st Panzer Division. By request , 13/
Motorised Infantry Regiment 104 will be placed at the division s disws^ ̂ ^
again, and a battery must be held in readiness for an operation in i/Motonsea
Infantry RegimenV s sector.

/ 1225:
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1225: l/Motorised Infantry Regiment 101|- rill also be placed under the command of
the division again* A move nearer the front is also approved, Hov/ever,
the battalion must alv/ays be ready for traiisfer to the south and may only

be sent into action vrith Ttfrica Corps' permission.

The afternoon is passing quietly, as was the case yesterday. The enemy is
carrying out lively reconnaissance operations, 2/A,A, Battalion 612 occupying
the defence works at Deir el Shein will come under the command of the

21st Panzer Division,

The 15th Panzer Division complains that there is no contact v-ith the 2lst
Panzer Division on the left. As the 15th Panzer Division cannot spread

out owing to the length of its front, the 21st Panzer Division will be
responsible for the link-up.

2015:
-j emy artillery fire increased in the evening. The 15th Panzer Division

^ penetration on the i'eriete Division I’ront at the point of contact
h the Linderaann battle echelon. The.battle echelon has already been sent

in to counter-attack. The Baade Group vTill also attack so that the situatic*
cleared up quickly before the c nomy can exploit this success,

ou' will cane under the command of the 15th Panzer Division for this

The

beon^^^°^* will again be subordinated to G.H.Q. when the situation has
past Colonel Ba,ade receives instructions to advance easWards

track^”^ *^iete Division, and then push northwards along the water pipe

A 15th Panzer

^^iete Divisi
Division report on the penetration states that units of the
on dropped their v/eapons and ran,

ceding to a 15th Panzer Division report the situation has been restored,
penetration

^helon units.

Acc
The

area \7ill be closed by a reinforced company v>dth battle

2A00|

air

Dana
3 tone

or :

operations were carried out only during the morning,

^my jxfrica orders that tanks are 'to be surrounded by sajid bags und
3 to x>rotect them from damage in air attacks*

20 July 1942

0315:

^'ilam pushed forward along, the desert track to an area, west of
situation has therefore bfeen absolutely restored,

orders the division submits a report on abandonment of
^ the /srieto Division front.

‘I'i th the
-'ir artillery fire the night passed quietly,

ions were carried out.
No enemy

The

tillery afternoon also pass quietly. The divisions arc still under
strong ground'^* activity is slight. The enemy is cprying out ptirticulaj'b

reconnai

ar

ssance operations against strongpoint 63,
1550.

to tho

Panzer Dlvisi
tiojria to

oTno
rgency measures of the past few days, units on the 15th

cn front have become mixed up. The division receives instruc-
care of necessary cxcliangos,

● XX ̂ mv of last night's incidents, the G,0,C. su.ggcsts to
behind, the that a supporting lino of tanks and 2 cm, guns be set up
p

To

0,G

oint beti7G front. This would servo mainly to protect the contact
^  did n^+ corps, lica/ovor, XX livmy Corps re,-joeted this prox:>osrl,

● o suit the It:\liajn eliarocter to fight in stationary taiiks.

take

/ The
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The Baade Group is ordered to carry out reconnaissance for future operatxons*
It is planned to wove the Group into the point 73 area on 21 July and o
subordinate units of the battle echelon.

Panzer Army Africa orders
tanks and 8.8 cm. guns be

With reference to instructions issued yesterday,
that blast bays be built for tanks and that dummy
constructed.

has 19, and the
The 15th Panzer DivisionThe tank situatior. has improved,

21st Panzer Division 25 serviceable tanks.

Replacements are coming up to the front continually, but one
put out of action already. Inadequate training is generax y  ̂y^erXenced.
and also lack of battle experience. In particular, .  is very
leaders; the 15th Panzer Division's situation regarding co
bad at present.

21 July 19A2

Heavy bombing attacks -were made again during the night.

Colonel Bruer has taken over command of the 21st Panzer

No changes in the enemy situation are ascertained
vehicles are obs.er-/ed at the front as on previous

A,A. Battalion 6l2, which has brought up the remainder of
2A guns in position at Deir el Shein,

The staff of the Hillsen Group is being disbanded,

1900; A heavy attack on strongpoint 63 has developed '-oeciment 10A,

ion,

during the morning; s

its companies

east and north.

request of the 21st Panzer Division, I^otorised
hitherto corps reserve, will be placed at the division s dxsp

Divis

ingle
days.

, has

By

4-vwa Hi'il^'en Group, the
1952* 0,0, 15th Panzer Division also reports at attack on tne . German

attacking forces presumably consisting of 2 battalions ̂  “ difficult to
artillery ammunition stocks are low, and it is therefore v  y Corps
fight the enemy off. The noise of the battle, which valent and
battle headquarters from a south-easterly direction, ^ ̂  the noise
persis'fcent. In the north the be.ttle seems to be dying down,
is growing more faint.

broken through on the
and is attacking them

The
This is

2050* 15th Panzer Division reports that the enemy has
Wairelmann Group sector, reached artillery positions, nk
with maohxne-gun fire. One battery has been forced to fall a ●
division requests that the Baade Group be placed at its * f 2
not possible at the moment, as the divisional ̂ ®serve consist g g^ade
^ îes is not in action yot, and G.H,Q, cannot estimate whether the naa

will be more xirgently needed on another sector,

21 at Panzer Division reports that the Reissmann
eneny attack on Hill 63, At present all is quiet on

Grotqp

battalion has repulsed the
the divisional front.2108:

the left wing of
with the Lindemann21115. Colonel Baade reports that a penetration has been made on

the Httlsen Group, and has not yet been blookod,  1 company i-r,
battle echelon has been sent in on the water pipe track to oovxi “
the north-east. Soon afterwards 21st Panzer Division Operations .. .
reports that enemy forces in some strength have apparently proicen g 0
Enemy forces in company strength are in front of Panzer Regajuent 3o e
21'st Panzer Division is therefore ordered to restore the situation on -ctie
15th Panzer Division front with the help of I/itotorised Infantry Regimen
104 and the panzer regiment.

/ 2200;
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2200: The enemy is making a fresh attack on a "broad front on the Hiilsen Group
sector.

Judging from the noise of the battle, the Lindenann Group seems to be
engaging enemy forces which have penetrated the German lines# There is no
communication with the latter unit.

Shortly afterwards the liaison officer with XX Array Corps reports that enemy
units have infiltrated on that sector, 1 motorised infantry company has
counter-attacked with tanks of the Arieto Division#

Continuous heavy bombing attacks are being carried out. Enemy air activity
tonight exceeds anything hitherto experienced. Telephone communications
are frequently broken, and there is no contact with the divisions.

.22 July 19A2

0030:
Contact v/ith the divisions has only ;iust been re-established,
be estinatea u, the dark, the situation as as follows:

As far as can

I^ivision still has no contact with the Linderaann battle echelon

S TT/? advancing eastwards along the desert traok. The remnants
Regiment 382 are holding out around the battalion battle

are north and south of battalion battle headquarters there
north..T.^ 3n the front. The Warrelmann Group has been overrun on the
winp ^Gwn what is left of the battalion. On the left
ThP Panzer Regiment 8 has been sent in to counter-attack,
me enemy is apparently removing mines.

attacks Reissmann battalion has repulsed ttoee
Infantrv requests reinforcements. At 0015 hours I^otorised

launched an attack from the area of point on the
in o-rrip-,- Shein in the direction of the Warrelmann battalion

reinforce "breach in that area. 1 company was diverted to
ne Reiasmann battalion, and another took over artillery defence.

owing'to the hold back the 21st Panzer Division counter-attack
situation situation. No move will be made to restore the
and attack the 21st Panzer Division will form up at 0A15 hours
in a north ^ enemy forces which have penetrated Geiman positions ,
Group will^he whilst the 15th Panzer Division, to which the Bae^
pipe track, ®'^°°^‘^mated, will advance north-eastwards along the water

aivisioual orders with

oontao* ^ Lindemarm hattlo eohelon,
time nothing of iirportance has occurred on the 21st PanzerDivision front.

0145:
situation is ^ contact with Warrelmann, who reported that tbo
Later it will battalion has suffered very heavy losses,
succeeded in v/hether the Lindemann battle eohelon has
The battle^oheln^h ^^aoh on the northern wing of the Hiilsen Group,
repeated enenrv at? ^^a^^inguished itself and has courageously repulsed
no^ few Bombing attacks continue without respite. In the

to Lstroy Ltill?S\J?v®frP^io« planned
y  wi-cn these bombing attacks,

attacks as ordered. The panzer regiment soon run

Sroady of ?ho SrlefSor®”^ conoontration, which isline.

0415:

/ 0545;
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Hill 63 is still in German hands. German troops held their ground in hard
defensive battles > and also took a number of prisoners.

0545:

Chief of Army General Staff reports that strong vehicle concentrations have
been observed in area 74 - 75 opposite the southern front of the Africa Coips,

and that a close watch must therefore be kept on the southern wing. Dive-
bombers have been sent to attack the concentrations.

Panzer Rqgiment 5 has mopped up the hollow south of point 50» destroying^
several t^ks, self-propelled guns etc,, and taking several hundred prisoners.
The unit is at present advancing along the water pip® trapk.

13th Panzer Division reports that it has regained foimer positions all along
the front. The division is under heavy artillery fire. Colonel Baade reports
that single tanks are feeling their vmy forward on the southern
mine belt in front of Il/infantry Regiment 382 is still ̂
Baade Group receives orders to push these enen^r forces back to preveu

●  mantling of the minefield.

The
The

O7OO:

tanks are attacking again
21st Panzer Division

along heights

O72O; It appears that the crisis is past. However, enemy
in the 15th Panzer Division front. Shortly afterwards
also reports a fresh enemy tank attack, which is proceeding
south of El Ruweisat, passing point 63.

21st Panzer Division reports that enemy tahks have broken
trig, point 63. Italian forces in this area surrendered, retake
Battalion is attacking from the east and tanks are in action
the height.

Telephone communications with the 21 st Panzer Division have
again.

G,H,Q. is sending an Intelligence Officer to Deir el
whether the enemy armoured attack is being held.

broken down

Abiat to establish

091Gs Captain Laubinger reports that the enemy tanks, which had
the Quattara track in the meantime, had been held by unit. 11
were now retiring eastwards in face of a counter-attack by
enemy tanks have been destroyed.

Panzer .toy Africa reports that the Briel Group and 1 batt^ion
Iiight Division have been sent to the Africa Corps, and instruc
situation must be restored at all costs.

of the 90th
that the

area 74 ■" 75.
attack byG.H.Q. requests dive-bomber attacks on the enemy formation m

At all events, a new crisis on the southern wing arising from an
these forces must be avoided.

0945: The Panzer Regiment 5 ooiantei>-attaok is stiooeeding beyond all
The eneny is almost in full retreat eastwards, and 25 tanks have oeen u 3
so far,

^0301 The advance continues. Trig, point 63 has been i*etaken,
is advancing eastwards to regain Hill 63, The number of enemy
has increased to 30,

21st Panzer Division
tanks destroyed

In view of the G,0,C,'s desoription of the sittiation, the C, in C, suggests
that Panzer Regiment 5 discontinue its advance and prepare to attack
southwards against the enemy thrust expected from area 74 ~ 75. Hill o3 will
be abandoned.

1100; Operations Officer of 21st Panzer Division reports that the number of tanks
destroyed has further increased. Out of an attacking force of 100 enemy
tanks 40 have been destro3’-ed so far for the loss of 3 German tanks, II and
Ill/motorised Infantry Regiment 104 have been overrun by enemy tanks. Losses
cannot be estimated yet.

/ In
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In a telephone conversation hetween. the G-#P,C, and Colonel Crasemann the

G.O.C. decides that the Baade Group will remain under 15th Panzer Division
command. This unit and Panzer Regiment 8 will establish a reserve strong-
point at point 73 south of Bullet el Tor.

The old front line has been regained everywhere# but units have beoome
m:^ed. 21st Panzer Division units are in action in the 15th Panzer
Division sector and vice versa. Reorganisation will not be possible until
after dusk.

At present the enemy is remaining quiet, and it seems as if he is pre
paring for a frosh attack.

The Chief of AniQr General Staff gives detsdls of  a plan to attack the
enemy group in area 74 - 75 a-t 1745 hours, using  2 battalions of the 90th
Light Division and the tanks of the Ariete and Littorio Divisions operat
ing from the Quattara defence works. The necessary artillery preparations
will be made.

Shortly after this call 15th Panzer Division reports a fresh enemy
armoured attack on the Warrelmann battalion sector.

1W):

I55O: , tanks have broken through again and are advancing north-westwards.
It appears that trig, point 63 ia once more in enemy hands, 21st Panzer
division wishes to attaok at 170O hours. 2 companies of Panzer Regiment 5 ●

have been sent in against enemy tanks which broke through on the 15th
panzer Division front. The penetration is successfully blocked and enemy
tanks thrown back, again suffering losses. It appears that trig, point
63 IS still in German hands.

.  P^zer Army Africa reports that vehicle concentrations can no longer be
obse^d in area 74 - 75, and that the enemy is transferring all his forces
northwards. In view of this development the 90th Light Division attack in
area 74 - 75 ±q oancelled. On the other hand fiirther attacks on Ruweisat
must be 63q)eoted,
Deir el Shein.

The Africa Corps will be made responsible for holding

Vehicle
oonoent rat ions at point 64 and to the south are attacked by dive-

Dombers, No more enemy attacks are cabled out during the afternoon and
evenxng. The enemy Air Force has been very active throughout the day, and
enenQT artillery fire has also been very heavy.

1930:
js absolutely essential that the minefield be reached before dark so

that further clearing may he prevented. The deep armoured penetration
would not have been possible at all if the enemy had not been able to
carry out undisturbed mine—clearing during the ni^t.

The C, in C, again stresses the seriousness of the situation if the
enemy succeeds in making a breakthrough in depth. The Africa Corps will

the area Alam el Bilusiyat - El Wishks - north-east
point 43 in extreme emergency, XX Army Coips will be

on the right and the 90th Light Division on the left. An order will he
^ -^y Corps of this plan, and the G.O.C. will instruct

the 15th and 21st Divisions,

The sitmtion continues quiet in the evening, and there are no indioai-
tiona of a fresh enemy attack.

The Africa Corps has passed through critical hours. Battle-weary and
exhausted troops performed superhuman feats to restore the sitxmtion in
scorching heat. Great successes can be recorded, including the destruc
tion of 103 tanks and the capture of 45 officers and over 700 men.

/ Enengr
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Enemy air activity continues through the night. Continuous night attacks
are tieing carried out again, some with phosphorus bombs, G,H,Q, itself is
attacked, but only superficial damage is caused to vehicles.

The battles have shovm how in^ortant it is for units not to give groun^,
but even let themselves be encircled if necessary, so long as they hold their
positions. Orders on this subject will be issued to divisions again*

23 July 194.2

The enemy Air Force was particularly active during '^^6 Division
fragments of Geiroan bombs were found at G.H.Q, and in the I5th ^ action
sector. On investigation it appeared that German night bomoers
and attacked their own troops.

also operate at night
ContinuousAs British aircraft fly very lov^, ground defence will

in future. The Africa Corps requests recognition ^^a
reports have hitherto not been given through Panzer Army Air

o-P Deir el Shein are pre-
that the position

for this
0910s The C, in C, reports that 2 enemy battalions east

paring for an attack on the defence works, and emphasises
must be held at all costs. The Africa Corps will be respons
task.

0915; 21st Panzer Division reports that enemy infantry ^In^the
and Deir el Shein. However, the attack is held up by artiiiei;' recover tanks,
opinion of the division the purpose of the enemy attack was

All is quiet on the 15th Panzer Division front.

The G.O.C, telephones to commend both divisional commanders
effort.

Nothing of importanoe occurs during the day,
to establish contact with the 15th Panzer Division,

for yesterday'

is ordered
21 st Panzer Division

defensive
The C. in C. also commends the Africa Corps for the victorious
battle of 22 July, The nxmiber of tanks destroyed has increase on

furt

15. German tanks wore mainly responsible for this victory. As ̂
active service in Africa was recently mentioned in Wehmacht 'rt

h

G,H,Q, also intends to propose a mention. Divisions are ordere
the total number of tanks destroyed since 26 May,

er

The enemy sitioation remains unchanged in the evening. No vehicle con
tions have been observed which indicate an enemy attack. Air activx y
on a smaller scale. Lanes in minefields cleared by the British have °
closed up again. By order of Panzer Arny Africa a concentrated mine— e
will be laid surrounding the follo\ving

ItrintTS - Deir to Khawabir - west of Alam el Dihmaniya - El Mireir - 2^ Ion,
west of 78 Deir Umm Khawabir,

area:

For the first time in a long period no night bombers were in action during
the night, VTith the exception of a reconnaissance operation against Hill 73
the night passed quietly. The tank situation is slov^ly improving again,
15th Panzer Division has 19 serviceable tanks, 21st Panzer Division 23,

In the course of the morning vehicle ooncont rat ions are observed east of
Deir Uiran Khawabir, but no attack was oarried out.

/ IO3O:
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->030; The C, in C, arrives at Coi^s tattle headquarters. After a discussion on
the situation, orders a2?e given for the withdrawal of the hulk of 15th
Panzer Division into the area north of the mine-belt tomorrow ni^t, leaving
only weak forces on the present front.

On the southern sector only small defence units will be stationed along the
advanced mine—belt, and these v/ill retire in the event of an enemy attack.
If enemy forces penetrate into the mine-bolt they will be out to pieces
there.

The G-.O.C, discusses this order with O.C, 15th Panzer Division on the
telephone. In addition, he orders 1 battalion to be held in readiness for
mobile operations.

1A30:

G.H.Q, reports that the laying of smoke screens by artillery indicates an
enemy attack. Artillery must open up immediately as a counter-measure,
the evening Panzer Array Africa also reports that the enemy will probably
resume his attacks, and that a constant state of defensive preparedness will
be maintained.

In

The following is submitted to Army for mention in Y^ehrmaoht despatches:

Since 26 May the 15th Panzer Division has destroyed 650 tanks and armoured
vehicles and 21st Panzer Division 658.

The rest of the day passes quietlyj enemy artillery fire is weaker, and
enemy air activity on a remarkably small scale. Enemy vehicle concentra^
tions are reported in the area of point 74 and at El Ruweisat,

25 July 1942

Re
-growing of the 15th Panzer Division, carried out during the night, was

delayed by bombing attacks.

The tank situation has hardly lapraveA.

Panzer Army Africa reports that 1 battalion of the Bologna Division will be
sent up to the Africa Coips during the morning. This battalion will be
deployed on the northern edge of the mine-belt. A ftorther 2 battalions for
deployment on the western edge of the mine-belt will arrive during the next
few days. Althou^ carrying out operations with the Africa Corps, the
battalxons will remain under X Army Corps ooianand,

^ order ̂  issued regarding deplovment of the battalion.
Dxvision xs responsible for instructing the unit.

The G.O.C. requests the liaison officer of X Army Corps to ai^range for the
battalion to be brought up to the front quickly. Captain von Kettler
draws attention to the limited fighting capacity of the battalions,

15th Panzer Division reports that 3 companies have arrived and are being
handed over.

The 15th Panzer

O72O;

O94O;

1100:

1612:

The day passes quietly with artillery activity on both sides. Enemy forces
are consolidating their positions. No changes have been observed in the
general enemy situation. Air activity is slight,

A boundary line running from noint 49 - point 58  - heights to point 58 will
be established between the di^sions.

Panzer Army Africa instructs that H.Q, units will also dig themselves in
for defence.

/ 26 July '!
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26 July 1%2

The ni^t passed quietly with only slight air activity.

Army issues orders for the relief of the remnants
382 tomorrow night. They will return to the regiment.

Nothing of in5)ortanoe oociArred during the dayj artillery was
sides.

Air activity is slight, A sandstorm is in progress.

off Il/Infantry Regiment0910:

active on hoth

the Quattara defen^defence in theColonel Menton reports 20 - 25 enemy tanks east of .  .tt ^
works. 15th Panzer Division is ordered to provide artillery
event of an enemy attack.

2020;

without diffioulty.

the north,
in action north

On
The enemy tank formation attacks, hut is repulsed

Late in the evening heavy artillery fire can he heard in

inqui^, it is learnt that the Pavia and Trento Divisions,
of Deir el Shein, arc under fire.

213O:

2LJul2r_19A2

bombardment in
Enemy harassing fire and air activity diiring the nigh'tf the
the north continues.

Il/infantry Regiment 382 has heen relieved.

On inquiry hy Panzer Array Africa, G.H.Q. confirms
penetrated the German lines at Sanyiot el Miteiriya^
and Reconnaissance Unit 33 have heen sent in to restore

that enemy
Battl

forces have
Briel

e group^
the situation.

0300;

fhan weis suK>osed,
Amy reports that the penetration is apparently larger possible opera-
The Africa Corps will hold a battle group in readiness 101
tion in the area.

06Q0;

15th Panzer Division receives orders to hold in readiness battalion
under the ooraraand of Lt./Col, Mildehrath, consisting ot i battery;
(l/^otorised Infantry Regiment 115), 1 light artillery uni ^
1 heavy flak battery and 1 panzer unit.

0615;

Africa Corps receivesTheThe C, in C, informs the G.O.C, of the situation,
orders to restore the situation at Saniyet el Miteiriya.

0630;

The G,0oC. orders O.C, 15th Panzer Division to send battle ̂  P ^ geoond
to Deir el Dipp, where it will pivot in the direction of P°^ mup Briel.
penetration at Saniyet el Miteiriya will be sealed off by ba ̂  form up

Chief of Array General Staff telephones to the Mildebratn^r p
instructed that the

units up to

The
as qviiokly as possible. 15th Panzer Division is
Mildebrath Group could probably move more quickly by bringing
Deir el Dipp separately.

21 stAccording to a
in the north areThe panzer unit of the Mildebrath Group has attacked.

Panzer Division reconnaissance unit report, eneny forces
already retiring eastweirds.

The panzer unit is south-west of Deir el Dipp; the area
artillery fire. There is nothing to be seen of the enemy;
turning eastwards.

is

0650;

 under heavy
the unit is0820;

/ 0915;
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0915; Aooording to a reooimaissanoe imit report, Saniyef el Mitciriya is once more
in German hands. The "battle group has therefore been ordered to take
poiiat 37* This meeisure is approved by Panzer Amy Africa.

Army changes instructions and orders the Mildebrath Group to attack Saniyet
el Miteiriya. The group reports a force of some 20 enemy tanks 2 km.
north-Twest of Saniyet el Miteiriya. The group itself is advancing north
east, The enemy tanks are under Amy artillery bombardment from the north,

The Mildebrath Group reports that it has taken the Italian strongpoint, and
that the enemy tanks are retiring north-eastwards. The group is ordered to
overpower the enemy armoured force and then take up defensive positions
east of point 37»

Enemy tanks are advancing on the right wing of the Mildebrath Group, but no
fighting restilts.

The Mildebrath Gmup has reached the line 1 kra, north of point 37 “ north
east of Saniyet el Miteiriya, i.e, the former strongpoint line,^ I/Motorised
Infantry Regiment 115» which has been held up so far, is advancing slowly.
There are more tanks in front of the Mildobrath Group and there must be others
north-west of Saniyet el Miteiriya, Lt, Colonel Mildebrath is therefore
ordered to destTOy this enen^'^ force, 3 enemy tanks have been destroyed so
far.

0925:

10A5;

11i4J0;

1 250;

1AOO;
In the n^antiiae the strongpoint north-east of Saniyet el Miteiid.ya has been
re-oocupied by an Italian company. The Mildebrath Group is in ^th
Infantry Regiment 200 on the ri^t and the Briol Group on the left. There
should be no more enemy tanks behind the German front.

The order to take defensive positions east of point 37 is repeated.up

16A5:
^e Mildebrath Group reports that it is covering point 37 from the east,
barge concentrations of vehicles and tanks can be observed 3 - A km. to the
east.

1815* bt. Colonel Mildebrath receives orders direct from the C. in C, to destroy
eneiiQ^ tanks which have penetrated into the breach. There must therefore
still be some enen^r armoured forces inside the German lines, G.H.Q,
instructs artillery and flak also engage the tanks. The group is informed
of a new minefield south of Deir el Dipp,

Nothing of importance has ooovirred on the 15th and 21st Panzer Division
fronts.

As further enemy attacks can bo expected at any time, especially dur^g
Jne next 2A hours, orders are issued to hold panzer regiments in readiness
for any contingency. The 21st Panzer Division will support the Bresoia
and Pavia Divisions in defensive operations.

The Mildebrath Group receives detailed instructions regarding the use of
units and their sitixation during the night.

During the afternoon the C. in C, spent some time with General Warlimont
at Afi*ioa Corps battle headquarters.

28 July 1942

The night passed quietly, Enen^ forces opposite the Mildebrath Group
retired 2 - 3 kra, eastwards, A total of 7 tanks were destroyed by the
Mildebrath Group yesterday.

Panzer Army Africa orders the Mildebrath Group to withdraw for action on
another eeotorj the breacdi will be olosed by artillery barrage.

/ 1000*



39.

1000: The above order is issued to the Mildebrath Groi:^ Rifleiuen will not be 'able
to retire before dusk,

.The G,0,C, goes to investigate the situatioh in the 15^1^ Panzer Division
sector.

During the Journey G,H.Q, Intelligence Officer, Staff Captain Laub^ger, and
the G,0,C,’s signals officer, Lt. Heinze, are killed by artillery fire.

Nothing of insertanoe has occurred on the divisional- fronts, Eneiny artillery
fire varies in strength, and eneiny air activity is' liciited to armed
reconnaissance.

The G.O.C. asks the X Airoy Corps liaison officer whether units of the Brescia
Division can be transferred to the northern part of Deir el Shein, Apar

addition, the Bologna
, retired too far.from 4 2 cm, guns, there is no garrison there. In  ^ ^

Division battalion on the northern edge of the mine-belt has

20i,j0:

The GoO'.C. .requests that this matter be dealt with.

without losses and is now2^30: Battle group Mildebrath withdrew from its positions
at the Corps' disposal north-west of Deir el Dipp,

During the past few days it has been noticed that when special
have been required quickly no operations staff was available, oona
have therefore been instructed to hold a staff in readiness.

The tank situation has improved considerably of late, ^  tanks ar
serviceable again.

29 July 19^2

The night passed quietly; enemy forces east of battle group
a further withdrawal.

the inadequate
it is asked

readiness as an

The attention of the Chief of Army General Staff is drawn to
garrisen of the northern part of Deir el Shein, In addition,
whether the staff of the 15th Rifle Brigade can be held in
operations staff for reserve groups.

0930:

and slight enemy
The day passes quietly with artillery fire
air activity.

In a telephone conversation between the C, in C. and the G,0,C, ,
stresses that further enemy attacks are to be expected, A strong ̂  ^

, in

group must be made ready. For this reason the 21st Panzer Divisxon ̂
withdrawn during the night and its sector taken over by the 15th Fanz
Division,

both sideson

the C C»
2005:

The G,0,C„ passes the order on to both divisional conananders by
The 21 st Panzer Division will withdraw during the ni^t and remain ̂  reaain-
ess as a reserve group in the area around Deir el Abyad, Division^
artillery will support 15th Panzer Division defence, IIlAotorised Inf^try
Regiment 104 and A, A, Battalion 612 will remain under 15th Panzer Division
aommand. Panzer Regiment 8 minus the Mildebrath Group and 1 battalion will
come under the command of the 21st Panzer Division, The Mildebrath Group
remains unchanged with the exception of the artillery unit staff and 1 light

Orders will be issuedbattery which will retiom to the 15th Panzer Division,

2015:

later in writing or as a radio raassage.

The C, in C, again stresses the necessity to hold positions at all costs,
G.HtQ, will issue various orders on the surveillance of mine lanes etc.

/ 30 July 19A^
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30 July ̂ 9U.2

The night passed quietly, 15th Panzer Division has taken over the whole
of the Africa Corps sector, and the 21st Panzer Division is assembled in^
the area around Deir el Abyad, Artillery will regroup during the morning.

^tillery was active on both sides diaring the whole day. Enemy artillery
is concentrating on rear areas. During the morning and afternoon part of
Coips battle headquarters was under weak artillery fire. Enemy air
activity is slight. No changes have been observed in the enemy situation.

31 July 19A2

Nothing of importance occurred during the night.

Grenadier Halm of Panzer Grenadier Regiment 10A» who destroyed 7 cnen^
tanks on 22 .July, was awarded the Ritterkreuz by the C, in C, at Corps
battle headquarters.

Afterwards a discussion on future plans took plane. All motorised units
are to be withdrawn and prepared for an offensive. Defence positions

garrisoned by infantry. Further mine-belts must be laid to
effect the greatest possible economy in

1030: The G*0,C, discusses further measures v/ith divisional commanders. The

15th P

0930:

forces.

anzer Division will carry out mining operations after more detailea
^struotions from the G.O.C. Engineer Battalion 200 will come iinder
15th Panzer Division command for this purpose,

V  iinportant developments,
on Doth sides, enemy fire teing heavier at times,
^noentrating on enemy artillery,
l^en observed.

The day x-Jasses without Artillery is active
G-eiman artillery is

No changes in the enemy situation have

1 Aupcust 19A2

The night passed quietly, with the exception of a reconnaissance  operation
on the 15th Panzer Division sector, which was repulsed,

^tiliery was active on both sides during the day.
out several fighter-bomber attacks, ^

No changes in the enemy situation have been observed.

Jouraeys into Army rear areas, -
issued that passes will bo required for all Joxameys to the

battalions, Mersa Matxnoh for regiments,
and beyond Mersa Matruh for divisions.

The tank situation continues to iumrove* the 15th Pfizer Division has 66
serviceable tanks and the 21 at Panzer Division 65.

j_Auguat 19j^

Nothing of djnportance occurred during the night.

The RoA,Po carried

instructions have been
rear as

The 21 at Panzer Division is ordered to carry out reconnaissance  operatiQj^g
in the southern sector (El Taqa and Ghebel Kalakh) as a defensive measure
ageiinst a possible enemy attack.

®*^395/aBV'CA3/35.
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Operations against enenQr artillery "by artillery of Africa Corps, XX Army
Corps Panzer Army Africa will te controlled “by ah order farom the
Artillery Commander 102j., It is a disadvantage that the sector allocated
to the Africa Corps does not correspond with area for defence of which the
Corps is responsible.

During the day artillery was active on both sides
several low-level attacks.

Panzer Array Africa orders 3 ammunition and fuel
to be supplied'by 15 August, These supplies will be brought p V
transport without endangering unit mobile defence.

The long-barrolled guns of the tanks have proved themselves ;,g®^hout
xohange of short-barrelled guns for long-barrelled gma is p .

causing any difficulty, the /ifrioa Corps suggests that being,
barrelled g\ans be exchanged for long-barrelled guns for the ^
requests that a corresponding number of long-bairelled guns ce k

A test of the newly aiTived medium field howitzer 13 on S,P# mounting ha ^
shown that this weapon has great weaknesses,

15th Panzer Division - 75

21st Panzer Division - 78

and tho R.A,F. carried out

e

and

Seiwiceable teoiks;

PANZER SWI AFRICA

X3a.A^y_.Qo^^

Trento Infantry
Division

90th Light Division German Africa Corps X.:A^y_jCorps XX Army Corps

15th Panzer Division Brescia
Infantry
Division
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Division
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Infantry
Division

Trieste
Motorised
Division

21st Panzer Division Pavia

Infantry
Division
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